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The purpose of this thesis is to examine,

d.efine and critically eva.luate Professor Philip Hieff IS

central thesis which may be stated in the following way.

After the great theoretical works of Freud and his

successor-critics, the western world has seen the

emergence of a new self-understanding which is the most

important symptom of a fundamentally new culture in which

therapy replades religion.



STATEI':IENT OF PURPOSE

The purrpose of this thesis is to examine~ define and

evaluate Profe'ssor Philip Hieff's central thesis which may be

stated in the following Nay.. After the great theoretical

works of Freud and his successor-cr:l.tlcs, the western world

has seen the emergence of a new self-tmderstanding which is

the most :i.mportant symptom of a fundamentally 11e1'1 culture ..

:Using the ideal type of Weberian theory, Rieff claims that

the idee.1 type of Christian culture first brought; together

polit:i.cal man and religions man e.nd later expressed itself in

economic man. These types of Christi~~ culture are now being

replaced by the emerging ideal type of the new cultureo

Psycho3..ogic.al man cannot be defined exhaustively be,,,

ca.use it person:"lifies the essence of Rieffts theory of culture.

A definition \'Jlould entail an elaboration of the theory and all

its impltcatiotns. A list of some qualities must suffice.

Psychological man seeks his own 1'J611 ...being regardless of ortho

dox political and religious sanctions and is variously termed

by Rieff a newl myth we h~ve about ourselves, a new model of

ourselves p a nei1 self-image or self-interpretation and the new

ideal type of the current culture. In temporal terms, Rieff

divides the erB. of psychological man into the transItional

period of analytic man, exemplified by Freud~ and the permanent

stable period of therapeutic man heralded by the new elite of
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I cultureless' s:cientists a:nd artists. The battle in which we

are presently engaged for Hieff involves transcending the in

dividuali.ty of the analytic stanc~ which was the herite,ge of

conquering the past but is now superfluous~ and embracing the

unremembering irmocence of the therapeutic stance, retaining

only the oppositi0l1 to culture which is the permanent legacy

of Freudws moralism. In the earlier analytic stance psycho

logical man ,may be l.:mderstood primarily as part of the Hest 1 s

cultu:r8.1 cycle. In the later therapeutic stance the focus on

'the self which marks the declsiVel break with culture bec("nTl8S

possible through soctal tec~hnology.

Rieff announces a new freedom in psychological man's

triv~ph over culture~ which now follows the triumph over

nature. But the therapeutic order will be administered bJ' a

system of sootaI control~ a kind of human techl'1ology. Hieff

believes there is no contr~:tdtction bet1'Jeen social control and

the ne"Vl freedom. of the self because the Freudian critical

8~areness will be programmed into the social technology.

The first three chapters of the thesisdescrlbe

Rieff's views. The critiqUe is presented in chapter fouT e It

maintains that the new freedom is not tangible and that since

this is the case we are left with a tyranny more thorough and

imrii:1cible than the previous cuI-eural tyrS,n11y. Rieff is qUite

wrong therefore to dismiss qUickly pplttical and religious

tradltions which. may protect freedom in the only way possible

at present e Re~ent events show that even in the midst of the
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great ne1'1 technical fact the s;>tstern is being rocked by ten

sions which Rieff's cultural theory cannot adequately ex~

plain. l~lthough the positive achievements of technology are

many, the triumph over nature and culture may leave, men in

the grip of a technical sooiety which itself poses a greater

problem than those it has o"t}"ercome. The critique opposes

Rieff's response to this problem. He lowers the horizon of

expectation to a level of banal indifferenoe.

Rieff~s analysis is valuable in one important sense,

h01'Jev81'.o It describes cu.ltural changes which ~ occurring

and their devastating effects on religion and politics in

their traditional expTesstons. But the outcome of this

analysis must IDe to realize the size of the problem, not to

acquiesce in the face of it. Only a radical understanding

of the spirit 1Dchind the tTaditional. forms can lead to new

forms \-Jh1c11 are an adequate response to the new context.

i1i
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CHAP'rER 1

I

r'~erely to call Philip Bieff a "sociologist II would be

misleading. One immediately imagines a creator of heavy

text books comprised of innum.erable empirical research pro

j ect s recordineB; Ilrol e behaviour ll and 11 interact ion" in groups

of America~s. Bieff is the head of the University of Penn

sylvania's sociology department, but \'-lith that role his

similarity to most contemporary sociology ends. Rieff is a

sociologist beCause he feels that sociology is the new queen

of the sciences. In an earlier age, he would most certainly

have been a theologian.

It is not that he disdains empirical research. He

shows a monume:rntal analytical skill. in 11i$ Teading and edi

ting of Freud's works. What he rejects is the endless col

lection of llempirical facts ll which are not brought to life by

creative theory. And Hieff's special bent is for such

theory. Be pr~ises and emulates Freud's reassertion of the

primacy of theory in any debate about the facts. Bieff's

attempt to formulate a theory of culture is tiest understood

in the cospany of the Promethean theoretical works of Marx,

Nietzsche, Freud and Camus. Rieff is a sociologist of ideas.

But it would be wrong to divorce creative theory entirely

from the empir:tcal. Thi S p8.Y8:c:lox of modern theory ~ that it

1
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must explain the real world whil~ it att~mpts to transform

that world, iSI exemplified in the current emergence of so-

ciology which ,perfe.otly expresses the parad.ox.. The first

chapter of Max Heber's .Er..2.£.?§.tar.:t E~hi2-.?!:lJq· thQ...SEir.i:L.£f

Cap]. tal i.§E2; point s to an important relat ion. T/1hich is sup-

ported by very' general "empirical" evidence. The rest of

the stucLy deeplens our understanding of this relation Vii th
I

artistic selection ot special empirical evidence, so that
1

one' does not fleel a fraud has been perpetrated. The more

creative and valuable i theory is, the less arbitrary it

see:ns. 'He ,can choose to criticize it, to modify it. and

especially to define its limits, but a new dimension of

reality becomes clear in its wake.

Rieff wants to describe and bring to clarity the

new dimension of reality which he feels engulfing the v,Test.

Be knows that the act of theorizing will affect the course

of the action,but the central thrust of his theory must be

to describe what is happening. That new reality~ the most

important fact'of this age, is a fundamental change in our

self-interpret$.tion I'rhat Rieff calls "the emergence of

psychological manit. In response to the death of old com-

munal symbolism which has given us a sense of ourselves in

the past, we m~dern men are creating a new myth about our-

selves which is strictly private and psychological.

1ilhat is fundament,allY ne1'1 about psychol?giCt:i.1 man is

not always clear. In many ways, the n~w man is merely the
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latest phase of an age-old cycle. But that this self-image

is also fundamentally different than all previous self

images, is 3.ieff's man theme. This theme cannot be set down

in easy definitions and comparisons. Rieff's whole second

book defines the nature and implications of psychological

man v<lith his static and dynamic sociological theory.

Behind Rieff's assertion of the emergence of

psychological man is the assumption that the essence of

cultures can be found by understanding their ideal charRc-'

ters. Thus, ante-half of cultural history consists of mapping

the cultural id$als of the stable periods of civilization.

The other half 0f history belongs to the dynamic explanation

of cultural chamge, both revolution and consolidation. In

both halves of such history, economic, political and religious

factors are sub~rdinated to the more fundamental cultural

factor, understmod primarily as it animates each individual

through his character ideal.

Periods of stability in Western history are exampli~

fied in corresp¢ndingly stable cultural ideals. Periods of

cultural transition have unstable, hybrid ideals. For example,

in this, the era of psychological man. one can distinguish

first a tr8.nsit 101'18,1 analytic man and then a stable self

contented therapeutic man. A similar transitional figure pre

ceded all previous ideal types as well, but Ri~f~ does not con-

. cern himself vJi th the se. 'I'he following diagr8.Jn places the

types he does mention on an approximate time scale.
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-_.__._-------_........_-_.._-------
500 B.C. 100 R.C. 1700 A.D. 1950 A.D. 2000 A.D.

Political man -~---------------

Religious man ---------

Economic man

Psychologj.cal man as ana
lytic

Psychological
man as thera

peutic

-~-------.....,...-------,.--_._- ., --------
For the purpose of this static theory, Bieff distinguishes

four self-interpretations. But a more important distinction

for Rieff's thesis opposes psychological man to all three of

his predecessors.

Political man is clearly defi,ned in R1E~ff$ s view by

Arisi;otle's poli.:tical philosophy. r/lan is first a citizen,

and plJblic life ,:l,s the highest practicalvil"'tue. To be a

man is to parti~ipate in the whole, which truth is evident

to both Reason ahel common sense" Reason is the purveyor of

truth about Being, as opposed. to Appe~n~ance and thus the

guide for action in which m:~m seeks to approximate this pure

Being. ClassicaQ Reason must be distinguished from reason

as conceived by ~odern .philosophy, an instrument for obtain-

ing what is desired.

The essential features of Hestern re1.j.gious man grew

out of the JUdaeb-Christian tradition p ~ut its stable charac-

teT resulted fro~ a merging with classical' culture. This



rellgious ideal type dOIHnated the ir-Jcst u,ntil challenged by

the Enlightenme:mt. For religious man t ' the public realm be-

comes a means to a -prj.vt:tte end. The prtvate end came out of

:the experience Gf the publtc chaos 'Nhflch folloHed the de-

struction of the' classical world of the polis ~ and was re:tn~·

forced by the similaI' experience in the breakdown of the re~N

publican aristocrac.y in Imperial Rome. It maI'ks both the

decisive differenge of rel:1.gious man from political man and

the beginning kernel which eventually was to form the

essence of psychological man. The ideas of personality and

i,ndividual salvat ion came i,nto historical prominence idth

the estaqlishmen't of the early chl,lTch, which combined these

Hellenistic strains with the Hebrew idea of history.

But private or personal salvation depends upon the

communal life of the church. The emphasis in this world is

still on self-s~crificet although the end is self-salvation

in the next';'i'Jorld e ' The religions man no longer depends upon

classical resson e His guide for action is individual con-

soience which convinces him that a life of renunoiation will

5

bring the reward of life eternal.
\

out of the greD..t revolt. Gtgatnst the mediaeval order p

thoro- arose a new character idoal which Rieff calls economic

man. Once again the straJ.ll of pr:Lvacy is invo};:ed, this t:ime

to oppose the stUltifying institutional church of religious

mane Economic :man revolts :8$alns.t old authority but for his

personal strength he internalizes the ascetic cast of com-

munal camilli tment ~ The commj.tment nO":q becomes to rationalize



and remake the world accord.ing ~ at first' to God t s ~ and then

his 01'iri s will. As Rieff pu.ts it, economic man! s guide for

action became the desire to· transform the i"10rld according to

his ovm dreams.

In the political tr~eory of Hobbes, one can see not

only the manifes.;to of modern man and his aloneness, but also

a description of the appropriate political state for such a

private mf:m~ a $tate ''I'1hich has assurned all pUblic power e

The rise of the centralized state has paralleled the growing

domination of economic man,· and now in .A..merica, 1'Jhich long

boasted of plur~J.ist resistance to central efficiency, the

goals of politioal monopoly are being realized. The class1

cal notion of freedom which is essentially politioal,has

been abandoned. The modern conception i.s freedom from re

straint, the prerequisite, as Nietzsche pointed out, of

i~g~~idua± (not social) health.

The guiding experience of the emerging psychologi

cal man has been the failure and inadequacy of the three

former guides td action. The most 'powerful experience has

been the faili.lre of economic man to remake the world. The

resurgence of indivJ.dual concerns once again followed in the

i'Jake of the faiJ..iUre to reinstitutionalize civj.lizatioll" At

the he:1.ght of the great century of IIprogress 11 , one sUddenly

finds Nietzsche and Freu.d turning m-iay in disgust to .the in...

dividual~ Bieff '\;'iants to make it clear that ps;)'chological

man is rejecting, an 8ssenti:9..1 feature of all three previous

6
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guides. He must live beyond reason and conscience because

they are nm'J ir:rtelevant to his personal therapy $ or more

accurately, because they complicate his therapeutic prob

lems. _And he hats lea:rned the harsh lesson that his optj.mis

tic dreams.can !lever be fulfilled in the real world. To

continue the att1empt would not be therapeutic. The funda

mental change isl that the conscious .?J1G. of all activity has

become the self. Psychological man's cure-all is suspicion

of all future c~re~alls~ and a stoic adjustment to realist~c

and more modest expectations.

In several ways, according to Bieff, psychological .

man shows the nervous habits of his parent, economic man$

In his attempt at technical self-mastery, he uses an economy

which is not unlRke that which the conquering puritans turned

upon nature.. In his early years, ps;ycholcg:wal man has a

cast like the ascet:i.c protestant $ a kind of tortured inward

ness, a counter-fai.th to bala."1ce the self-denegrating im~ard=

ness of the religious and economic man. There has been 8.

transference from Calvin to Freud. In order to ra.tionalize

the world~ Prote$tants made themselves flIDctions of the

market. Psycholibgtcal men are making themselves the products

of technology in much the same v-JaY. They have to sacriftce

their lingering illusions of personal identity to achieve

technicaJ. self.... mastery.

But this· startling inher:i.tance from econom:i.c man! s

compulsion is less isgnif:i.cEmt for R-leff than the at1.tonomy
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psychological man has gained. For hts final assertion of the

primacy of pers(mal therapy, he is more than willing to S1J.b~

mit to the exte:tnal control of social technology. The shift

in focus to the self is the most important development.

II

Hieff t S ,primary o.01:lOe1'11. is to describe cultural

change and, in particular t to descripe the transition fTom

Christian to therapeutic culture. The four modal characters

described above 'may be considered static theory in order to

illustrate the more fund.amental dynamic theory of the cUl

tural cycle 1'Jhioh follows below. For the purposes of the

dYl1.am:1.c theol~Yt ;the three men~ political~ religious and

economic p are cqnsidered j.n their essential samel1ess~ as they

have merged in the Christian cl'I.lture of the \iJest. For "

example~ follo\'7ing \'Jeber~ s mode1. t the same ascetic ideal .,.:

guides both religious and economic man. And the classical

culture "t'Jhich a !clJ~tural revolution of today must 8n

counter p SUTvivels in residual and compromised form in the

institutions of the Christian era. Thus p to go to the root

of the matter g the change to the therapeutic c~lture is more

thoroughly lL,Ylder!stood in its opposj.tion to the whole

Christ~oan era than merely in its reaction to the folbles of

economic mano

The follo·wLng. diagram outlines some of the features

of three stages l"Jh:i.ch Rieff vlishes to describe:
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~__~__"I!0_' ilo "_'-_'__...__w~' nc.~,..................._

--- ....... -,~...._------~--- ---
,CHR IST IAN CULTUIRE ANALYTIC CULTURE· THERAPEUTIC CULTurtE

------_.-
stable past ·'unst;able -present ·;·stable· ··fiJ.ture

relie;iou.s and
economic man

interdictory
symbolic

nor~ative insti
ution -~ church

institutionalized
inequality of
moral demsnds and
remissions

psychological ma..'t1

countex-interdict-
ory symbolic .

no normative in=
stitut:i.on

equalit;y of de
m8w.'1ds and remis
sions=confusion=
no effective con
trol=r8volution of
culture

psychological man

neutralj.st s;llmbolic·

normativG institu
tions -- hospital,
theatre

a new institution
alized inequality
through social con
trol

--~._------~----_... P.... -..... __

.The Chr5.stian culture developed a.. workable system of

moral demands ~"ld limits 1'1:Lth sexual renD.:.r"lciation at the COTe,

along "Nith a pa:ral1el system of remissions and participatj.on

mystiques o Its cultural achievement was stability, through

the sublimation or spiritualization of the instincts, and the.

consolation of the discontents thereby incurred. Some of the

essential featlJ.res of the Christian cv.ltu:calsystern have been

these: the church as the institutional dispenser of both

control and rel¢ase, the faith in Objective Truth and a Betng

tn ~~hom it is personlfied, 'the merging of the faith with the

id.eas of classical cultlJ.re~, and the literary ca,nOl1 e·"

1,·.[e Ij:lTe in the era of' the i1melfl11choly lopg wi thdra~\T~

ing roar ll of Cl1.Jt'istian cl).1 ture. The whi)le at..1 tural struetu.re
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Hhich guj.ded the Christian period is collapsing, and in its

wake, the new clnlture is struggling (slouches toward Bethle
·2

hem ) to be born. Aecording to B ieff' s cuItu:cal ':theory

then t the important crucial times are approximately the year

one and the year t'NO th()us<:~;nde The change that i.s occurring

now is more fundamental~ for example, than the change which

followed the ~lediaeval breakdm-m. Freud is the epitome of

this period, for he exhibits all the oonflict between past

and future, peouliar mixtures of old. tradltions and fears '

together \vith re:actions to immediate crises and leaps to a

vision of the fl1Jtu.re. FreUd f s a.nalyti.c attj.tude has helped

gj:ve birth to ne~'i men and has provided a rationale fOI-

Q~derstanding and surviving the difficult transition be-

t'Ncen cultures. But a satisfactory evolution into a nevJ

sta111e CU.l tu.re 1'1ill have 'to super.sede Freud c In many ·Nay s

in P..me::d.ca this has already happened. It has been nece.ssary

for ant i-cuIture to precede the neVJ cu.I tUTe c The old inter-

nalities are betng fought with ;3'reud 1 s ne1'1 internalities~

PSjTcl1oi3.11alysis 11.$.8 had to t:reat individ.uals Ivho are still'

raging to be free of old inherited renunolatiol:'l. Cotmter~

fai th must make l\fay for eventual indifference.

Freud t S analytic attitud.e has been an excellent tool

to cure man of his in'\'vardness. He is beginning to see his

painful subjecti'(fe feel ings as neuros~s \'vhich can, be mastei"ed

if not elim:Lnated.. Exaggerated individuali.ty must persist

until the new cult'!lre develops normatlve institutions c. But
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it ts vel'Y tmportant to see this inwardness as only a neces··

sary reaction to the old auth6rtty~ The eventual more funda-

mental OI1Bnge will realtze private ends by transeending 1'e-

nm1ciatory individualism. In the real world which analysands

must now inhabit, half the artists and .many of the clergy

celebrate release, while the dying institu.tions of the old

order admillistel~ a faltering control. "The initial cost of

-the modern cuItU.ral revo111t: ion has been a feeling of sym~

. ':l

bolj.c impoverishment. Il
J

1;7hen the system of controls and releases has been

equalized, instability demands the creation of a new culture.

Freudfs response to the instability was a kind of neo-

stoicism, b1J.t in general the heirs of the analytio attitude

have not been stoical o Americans seem rather to push the

tendencies supporting release $ in Freud i s 1wrk$ to the

centre of their ,approach~

The fin~l stable realization of the therapeutic so=

ciety 1"1i11 have to tra..."'1scend Freud at one level "t'lhi1e re~

tainlng his essential insights at another. br to say this

another way~ the stance of the an.alytic reaction contains

many drawbacks because it has had· to look bacl~laTd to fight

the pO·iti8T of the past s but tn spite of this $ the essence of

the most important change ,1i! 1r!estern 01vilizati.on since the

inception of Christianity' (or perhaps s:i.nce the beginning of

the intern:2!.lization of cult1..tre ET ~e) is evident :1.n that

stance e
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Bieff I~eels that psychological men are amoral in a

speciaJ.':way folloi'Jing Frend.. Freud thought of morals as

self-evj df:lnt. He assumed much of the rational heritage of

the I-Jest' to be l~nat;u_re.lll~ and this as sump.t ton is deeply

written into his lIscience".' This self-evident morality has

been discaided by ~sychological men insofar as it appears as

"values". But F'reud moralism lives on in a subtler guise.

It is 1>iOVen into his concept of normal or healthy m8.Yl~ which

is the cornerstone of the new self-interp~etatione Freud!s

concept of the normal is not; a statistical mean. It is an

ethj.cal ideal which champions moral disarmament.

Psychological men p like sociologists, are less con

cerned with validity than with viabilit;y'. The age of the

objective conceptual pattern 1'71th 8.uthor:lty over indivi.duals

is over. The psychological man 1J.ses ,such patterns only "'I1he11 '

they are therape:utic to himself., Thus, a political prq·o

gramme "t1hich involves self-sacrifice for public goals 1s un..,

popu.lar. \'1h11e political action ls Ii,mtted to prograrnrnes

like these 9 the psychological man must be forced into an

apolitical inwardness~ subject to the aocusation of quietism.

Eventually- it 1'iill be possible for therapel.ltic man to be

"political" agaU1 i'Jhen the cult1):re 8.1101·JS social change to

occur in a normal therapeutic 1'lay & Then institutions will

not need to be overthr()~m: they: will be new and animated by

the therapeutic individuals who use them for themselves.

But the reassertion of the past in the analytic



txansitional period must not be underestimated. There is
. -

still the possibility that the emerging culture will be

seriously compromised. The myths of the individual~ free

choice~ responsibility these linger to agonize men and to

prevent them from reapj.ng the fruits 't'J1:).ich are there.

Here Bieff te~ls"that a kind of battle must occur.

Psychological men must encourage the process of theiT Q1'm

culmination in the therapeutic culture. After they have eon-

tra..cted their horizon to a Fl"eu(iian n,eo 4ln stoic resignatiol1 .

they can gradually pass o'ver into a joyful innocence ~ The

gl,orious round of oonsumption only seems banal or impoverish-

eO. because of m;ystifice.tions like the nobility of man. The

question of nihilism is losing its effect as men cease to

fall apart without their i~lusions 6f God, SOUl, quality and

traged.y ~ "\'le can Iive freely at last enj oying all qur
.

senses '-~ exe,ept the sense of the past ~- as unremembering
4

honest and friendly barbarians in a technologica.l Eden. II

Our sense of histoTY, our "dignityll as responsible inclivi-

duals ~ OUT faith, our community; all these "Nill pass a'Nay~.

Bieff accepts thei!' disappearance as the culmination of

moclern freedom Ul OUT new Il innocence II ~

Psychological ms.n t s self-lmowledge 'will gradually

be chsnnelled into a new cultural stabilizer, a .. ,SOOlRi.

control 'Nh:i.ch is gUided by Freud t s concepti.on of normal man.

This process is central in Bieff's prediction of the future.

Social control 1'7111 ma}ce the next Gulture vi.able and. it 1'Li11
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not be mere social adjustment e Here, Rieff~diverges from the

neo-Freudians Hbo dm'1'n-grade Freud: s biologism~ According to'

Rieff g Froud's ideal was social integration made possible by.

self-concern -- a rational reconciliation to social and cUl-

tural a:uthoTi ty "Nhich· itself has been made more rational by a
I

critical approae.h. 'ltIe shall be set free from ourselves by

technoloiY9 turmed inward toward the self. The inequality of

controls and releases will be reinstitutionalized; the West

will be set for a period of controlled well-being with the·

hospital and theatre the normati.ve institutions and the

thero.peutic as tdeal character type ..

At the level of the social theory~ the cycle still

operates; the balance of controls and releases has been re-

stored. Rieff invokes Nietzsche as a defender of the new

v'7hioh asserts the arbitrariness. of all ethical systems p

Nietzsche stateS Ul'1equivoc.ally.that such systems are essen-

tial for a life ";"ioTth living. liThe essential thing; ... is •••

long obedience ~n the same direction: the!e thereby results.&&.

something "t'Jhich has madel·i.fe worth ·living. 115

But the return of eontroJ. does not submerge the

essent:lally n8"N cnaraote:r of the theTfJ,peutic 'culturc 9 1/7hich

makes it a clear break fTom the \-Jestern cyclical tracU.tiol1.

The newness can be clarifted in a comparison of old and new

elites~

An elite i·7hj.ch exempl:lfies the aspirq':cions of a new
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culture has usually preceded the institution of that culture 9

and then dominated the life of the early stages. The

Christians and the Communists have both seen the exe.rnplaTY

groups of the:lr Tespect:i.ve cultures co·",opted by establish

ment. Hieff asks 1'-/'11.o"9.re the spiritual pTeceptors of the

therapeutic culture, be they militant or Withdrawn, cele

brators of release or control.

Freud. S8rv~ the psychoanalysts in the role of seculal~

spiritual guide w but the once critical psychoanalytic move

ment has beco1Il8 a client-centered profession, reluctant to

tamper with the "cultural super ego ll • The clergy, although

they have some f'ortuitous advantages, would have to make too

raclical a shift j.n style to become attuned. Only a fe'N

clergy will heed Rieff's 8,dvice to em1)race the therapeutic

stance.

The most serious contende:cs are scientists and ar

tists. 'rhey cOlnpare favourably, in their stYle and att~

tUde rather than in their expressed spiritual perception, to

the charactcl"' j.deal of lithe therapeutic ll. The h:i.story of

modern scientific theory has always :revolved around the

attempt to establish fact independent of value. In the be

ginning, ~'~ith men Ij.ke Descartes, Kant and Albert Ritschl~

the concern was for the purity of ethics as well as of

science. But gradually scientists abandoned mOT9.1s to the

theologians. Anxious to keep their llobjectivit~rll9 sciCl'ltists

haye become reIulctant preceptors. But this "tlery fact, that
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they are in a selnse "cultureless ll
, makes them ideal, although

unwitting, vanguard figures of the neutral or nihil:~st so~

ciety;,

Modern artists have experienced the rage to be free

from restrictive traditions rather earlier th8..11 others. They

have for some time been el1g~~ged in the process ofma..11ufactur-

ing ne'Vl horizons in qUite an impersonal and l1on~htunanist 'Nay.
J

Their ~t:.i.Q. e~s.-nihilo can become an archetype of the life

of therapeutic experirnent~

And scientists and artists are just exempla:ry figures

in a trend. The educated :-cich in gcmeXE'd are tending to

espouse the therapeutic position. Rieff quotes a British

technologist who sts.nds for countless others. He restates

Christianity in the terms of the vital energy of personal

life. If religion is not clearly understood G,S symbolic of

this personal 1 ife ~ :t t is merely IIparanoid fantasy-abses
6

sion ll • Says Rieff: \1I1Ih8 rich are in the process of lower·j.ng
7

the pressure of inherited corrmmnal purpose upon themselves. II

These new men will no longer take politics seriously, as it

is presently conceived. The therapeutic will not worry about

the question of legj.timate autrwrity ~ "as 'long as the p01'.rers
8

that be manage an economy of ab1.mdance. 11

The culture will employ a neutralist symbolic i'lhich

sanctions for individuals an experi,mental approach to their

own Iives. TheywD,J. be free to use old relj,ei.011S i.f theil
I

seem :therapeuticf . but these 8.1""8 likely to be superseded by
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newer modes. It will be increasingly difficult to find

genuinely thera~eutic a sense of tragedy or dignitY9 the sub~

mission to a literary canon ("c::ceedal preoccupation11) and the

consolations of a church c.ommunity. Bl.J.t 'even l.f it were

possible it wQuld be in a basically new way.

The essential distinction between the old culture and

the new can be expressed as the difference beti'leen domination

by faith and the use of faith for (therapeutie reasons, The

therapeutic social order viil1 never prescribe a communal re

ligion. It will merely sanction private experiment in per

sonal relj.gious solutions 9 recognized as necessary therapy.

If we understand! this distinction bet'Neen faith and the use

of faith p we understand the difference between Bieff's

therapeutics and the devotees of the therapeutic "total tn

stitutions" slJ~ch as California's Synanon. Bieff's point 'is

that we need religion, but'V'Je can use it for our mm ends; 1·,,8

do not have to succumb to it in the sick "Nay '!'Jhich Freud

deplored. And Bieff's opposition to politicized psychiatry

is an exactparallel. He is convinced that the citizens of

the future '!'Jill not be susceptible to mass delusions. The

institutionalization of the therapeutic society will be

beyond the control of individuals in one w~y. But the

autonomy of citizens will be their refusal to be co-opted for

any purpose outside their o~n best interests.

Rieff claims that Vie can be certain that the old

system will"not re-establish itself as a new internality. The
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cyclical pattern., so familiar from the experience of the _

religious disestablishment of the seventeenth Cel1tury, has

been broken quite decisively in the present revolution. The

new social control will be external; it will end the inner

man's tension once and for all. It is lIa profound effort to

end'the tyranny of pri~ary group moral passion (operati~g

first from the family) as the inner dynamic of social order.,,9

Since 1'Iestern technique '!;'Jill hEl.ve finally conqu.ered natures it

will break the quality of repetition in cultural revolutions.

The current revolution will make an end to the sense of

history because m.en 1\1111 beeome obI i vious to eternity. It 1s

only through retGl.ining a vestige of eternity that men \'jere

able to conceive of history as distinct from it. Rieff's

"technological Eden!! implies a, complete victory for history.

The socj.ety will be act'S.vely going n01'J1'1ere j.n pa.l"cicular.

When means -become all ~ they seem to be ,ends; when history

triUluphs, tt will seem to di,sappear&

All the cultural meSffiS available will be marshalled to

keep things on the E.Q.; lithe rules of health indicate acti ...

vity"& This is the f:irst movement which is a genuine nihilism.

It does not mask a new sophisticated -version of the old re11.un~·

ciatory ideals&

In qUite different W8.yS both Freu.d and Nietzsche lool{ed

fOTward to a r8.litcal transvaluation of ve.lues~ the central

cultural requirement of this era. Now that the transvaluation

is occ.urring it 1.00ks more lU:e Freud's conceptlol1 than

\ ,
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Nietzschets p although it must pass and is passing beyond his

analytic frame as well. Technological monism has taken the

sting out of Freud's retention of the Western dualism of

nature and cuI t:u.re p 1'1h11e benefitt ing from the cTi tical in-

sight i>7hi.ch the dual:i.sm fostered~ The nel'l cuIture cele-

brates a polytheism of values s !Ian infinity of Illeans become

ends." lO A private sense of well-being is now the end in

itself lito be generated :In the Iiving of life ~ no longer as

a by-product of commvnal service; a civilization of contonts~

rather thaJl the consolation of discontents. ,,11

III

The decline of Christian culture in the vJest seems

most vivid in the decline of political concern. For the

affluent yJesterner~ the revolution must be cultl-ll'al, not

political~ whether it happens to run with or against the in-

dicated directi.ol1 of political chaYJ:ge. Early Christians

concerned themselves more with culture ths,Y'l pol i tics, perhaps

j.n::c'eact ion to the Hebre'~'ls t disastrous union of' culture and

politics. They accomodated themselves to Constantine and all

the 1'1htle they quietly changed the stru.cture of people IS

lives.. Bi.eff wants to descrtbe change of this cultural kincl~

and he thinks 8: poli.ti.cal :revolution~ by comparison.~ may

Illeave the moral demand system ftmda..ro.entallY u..naltered. It 12

One can at one time loo1~ at events as unique and later
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dtscover that those events are better understood as part of

a larger and di.fferent picture.. In 1960, y01.mg Negroes :1.:n

the southern United states began a militant· series of actions

which have reverbeTated through the political history or' this

decade 0 !'1iddle class white students ';-'Jere inspired· by these

southern Negroes, 8.nd they follo'Ned suit, at first, in support

of civil rights in the south and th~n in poli ticaJ. conol:;1'ns

of their ov-Jn. It has since lbecome' commonplace to speak of a

political revival among American students in the sixties. In

1961, in a Harperts article on college politics,13 Bieff dis-

sented from this common opin:Lon. He S8,1>7 that in the desire

for political relev8,nce, 'VJhite students could never really

pass beyond envy of the vitality of the :Negro movement", 1JJhen

they moved to their own concerns, 1'Jhite st'udents turned in-

11ard "to various' new forms of self-salvation. They fm.:md no

compell ing support in their Oim commtJ.n,ities. The Negro

stuq.ents h8.d recei.:ved the blessings and participation of

adult Negroes 'Nhen the latter realized that their battle was

the same 0 But the· 1111.1 tes found only a desert r the defeated

institutions of the dying culture. They had no choice but to

turn inward 9 to try to start over again at the roots p their

m'm moral lives~

The NegI'o student illCiT ement 9 Bieff I' sa1'J, is a striking

except10n to th$ American J:,ule of student 8.nt i"",polities: "This

is a rare in.stance of youth leading age 9 and in fact j.t bears

compa:d.son with the role of' the students in the underdeveloped
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1l.!,
countries. 11-' Bieff seems almost to have anticipated the

strange phenomena which confuse America i~t1 1968: guerilla

war in the Negro ghettos s s:i.milaT to the thrust for libeTa-

tion in South East Asia and Latin America and s next to this,

the strange but definitely cultural (rather than political)

search for liberation by the middle class white hippies.

In Hieff's framework, the pultural revolution is

more important in the \'Jest than the political revolution.

The Negro revolt is a peculiar hangover from earlier Hestern

tr2J.di tian G It is more like the "Eastern revolution!! 1\ihich

has finally learned the Western political lesson of cow~u-

nal comini tment to engineer political change. But the im-

portant revolution in the Hest is the revolt against commu~

nal commitment p'eL§'_~•

. Hieff ln10i'JS that the cult1J.ral revolt cannot proceed

oblivious to the hot and Tevengefu.l upheavals of· the East.

It is possi.ble that the therapeutic culture '\'1i11 never reach

fruition. But Rieff would consider this so~t of failure a

premature aTJ:'8sting or a regression of c;ultur8, rather than a

:reassertion of the primac;jt of politi-os. The reason is~ onoe

again~ that the crucial change in the moden'l era is the

triumph of the self in its liberation from all com:nunal OOillm.

mitments 9 religious or political.
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CHAPTER 2

I

No one could folloliJ Ernest Jones 'Nith a biography.

Hieff introduces another Fr'eu.d: "Not the man or the move~

ment he foundedJ ~ but the m.i.nel of Freud, as it elerives

lessons on the r:lght conduct of life from the misery of

living R'ieff is interested in the Freud whose moral

genius shaped 8l new culture.

YJhen hel read ~FreudW s early letter's, Hieff S8.vJ that

Freud's greatness of character was in his pet~on~ long be-

,fore his ac.hiev~ement set it B.t large. "YJhen' still yOUJ1.g ~

Freud carried a "burden of knm'7ingness" aboutlife~ a kind

of 'Nisclom which made him l.J.nvJilling to accept religious syn·,.

thesis. His Q";'lin stable cultural trad;i.ti.ons supported him;

they supplied 11:1.s synthesis and freed him to produce the

analytic master'i'lorl;: of the eentury. On8 of his letters

conclueles 'Nith final accuracy: "In short, I am evidently an
, 2

analyst. If

Freud never looked for a religions solution; he

never as}mc1 the llsickest of all questions ll
• He faced the

absuTdlties of exj_stence ·~jithout flinching because he 'Nas

sustained by his marriage v his membership in the Jewish

co;:nmuni t:'i and his acoeptanlce of the rational-ethical tra-

ditiol1 of the Hest. From thts bridgehead, the theoretician

2.3
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could invade t1ne family 9 :relj.gion and morality 'l'Iithout

cutting himself off from devout practice in that tradition.

"Freud n~eded IDa synthests, because it "Nas already there",

bu.ilt into his character .. 1'13 It is much more his exemplaTY

cast of mind a1lld character 'Nhich is animating cuJ..blral

change than his ideas 1IJhich are already greatly modified.

"Psychoanalys is 1'JaS tho perfect vehicle for Freud's
tj,

intellectUi'.?ol character" II' He remaj.ned a neutralist all his

life in the conflict between instincts and ciVilization, ,

and psychoa.naJ.ysis perfectly r'epresents the neutralism of

his character. He created the method for his mm analysis p

and when the method became an adaptable discipline~ it TO-

tained the stamp of the founder.. 1,-lhen it became a trans-

ferable art p it became at the same time a uniquely Freudian

cultural force .., "In Psychoa:nalysis, Freud found a 'Nay of

being the philosopher he desired to be~ and of applying his

philosophy to himself t humanity, the cosmos

Fre1.1..d r S paradoxical character is 'i'iri tten into the

psycho8,nalytic method~ l';.lth01.1.gh the central alm of analysis

is to release the hidden grip of parental authority, the

process must occur 1'iithin the authol'itaria..n relationship of

analyst and pat:ient $ And simn,a:cly ~ aJ.thQ"lJ.gh analysis seeks

to free the patient from the repressive ascetic mode which

is appropriate to the religious consciousness, the analysis

itself is a most lengthy 8"nd rneti,culous proeedu.:re ~ requ:lring

submission and dedication. TheEl8 pa.:radoxieal qualities of
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psychoanaly'sis and Freud's 0haracter are also ,approprtate

for a transition from Chr:l.stian to therapeutic culture.,

They are as much or more a reaction to the old a,s an antici-

pation of the new.

It would be wrong to confine Freudts influence to

the nm'J affluent psychoanalytic profession., In American to-

day ~ Freud t s :irttellectual influence j. s greater than

that of any other mod.ern thinker. He presides over the
mass media~ the college classrqom~ the chatter at par
ties, the playgrounds of the middle class where ch11d
rearing ;is a pl"ominent and somevIhat anxious topic of
conversat:ilon: he has bequeathed to many couples a new
self-consciousness about their marriages and the tem...
pera,ture' of their soc.tal enthusiasms • .,.,. • Q • U-!~ is
being treated as a culture hero. 6

Hie ff believes that Freud ~ s great psycholog:tcal canon has

chsl''lged the course of vlestern intellect"tJ.al history, and. his

influence has toueherl the moral roots of twent:ieth century

life. Freud l:Jas engaged in a great prteifying cultural

mission~ the moral disarmament of Western man o He" has sys-

tematized our unbelief.

II

Mo~~tl£.t. aecordin.g to several p:cedominant themes. In each f it

is possible to tnw8 the beginning in Freud's character and

intellect to the end in the cultural transformatj.on of this

century. At every stepf Bieff is describing the cultural

rcalizatic,n of FTeud t s character, and the pJ.:'8cise point at
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l'Jhich i t bre@J.u~ down and must be sv.ppleIllsnted by religion

as there.py ~

A

All Freudws works are gUided by the same philosc-

pht(~al mall.. Rfeff .opposes the frequent separat:lcm of the

canon into the early clinical works and the later speclus-

fundaments.l hu,':Ilan problems:.. flAIl th.e issues which psycho

analysis treats -- the hEalth ~~d SiCID16SS of the will, the

emotions p the responsibilities of private living p the coar-
I

ciansof culture ",,,n,, belong: to the moral life e n7 Freud was 8.

mOTe.list "Nho calpitalized on the 8,utho:rit;y of scdence as a

cultural ideal at the turn of the century.. His scientific

theory 'Nas ereaited to flmct;ion 111 place of religion ..

Fre'LlcP s early experience with physiology and medicine

taught h:1m a great; respeot flor empirical' rlgouI't and gave him

some of his mos~ fruitful analogieso But he read widely in

lite:n::1ture and anthropology S'.s welll) a,nd even. his ea.rly works

shm·j this catholic!ty of interest e One of Freud. ~ s most 1m""

portant ~chievements was to take psychology beyond the arti~

of materialism p fl a dead th.eory", and he opposed the control of

psYChOa:flalysis by the materiallstic medical profession for

this reason o Rleff calls Freud the Bentham of the Unconscious;

he legitimized the practlcl~ of psychology by careflu soien-
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tiflc observa.tion of phen(>mena~ phenomena whiel1 demanded

psychological rather than materialistic theorYe By thus

expending the scope of his sciene.e, Freud brought the 'IN"hole

process of the intsl'nsJ.iz:l.ng of culture 'V'1hich takes .place in

the Unco:nsciou$ u.."1der scientific analysi.s ..

In Fre1l1.cl Ws psychology \'I there is 8.1'1 integration of

the authentic h.umanist and authentic sc:'i.el1tiist, a wonderful

merging or strict medical' jud6~ent with a sweeping criticism

of the mors.1 cl.imate" Th€~ age which received this psychology

W8.S reeling under the obvi.ous failu:re of a whole tradition

dedicated to itl.stitutional reform. The tendency was to turn

from public failure back to the private self. As Nietzsche

prophesied~ the problems are once aga.in personal, intimate,

individual. Freud produced the needed new discipline, the

new Queen of the Sciences for private men.

B

Freud felt deeply that the first task l'Jas to .expose

the "Narped machinations' of the old culture within himself.

His own analysis revealed a hidden self fe.r more powerful and

complex than even he expected. The inevitable resistance of

the patient to the c,ure he counteracted with the absolute

authority of the 8~alyst. Only the analyst could s~cces8fully

fight against the resistance to the cure. This danger was

tempered, howe~ert by the elaborat~ tactics of interpreta-

t10n v'1h1en were intended to remain long after the personal
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authority of the snalyst had faded.

- Tactics of interpretation were gradually created by

Freud S.nd his follo~1ers in their hermeneutic 8;pproe.ch to

their own and athers t beha"il"iour. Dreams, the psychopatho-

logy of everyd~y life and works of art all were eventually

seen to reveal the past of the creator or perpetrator opera

ting in his prelsent. The therapeutic goal 11a,s to recover

and explain thel past' in order to maximize the present acti=

vity freed from compulsion. Out of this hermeneutic experi

ence p there evottved the interpretative distil1ctions of mani

fest and latent, conscious and unconscious, distorted and

authentic behaviour.

Such dj_stinctions point to a conc8Gtled meaning but

they do not cLemand that that meaning be sexual. Freud: s

classification of the hidden meaning as sexuality (expanded

to include all l1atural impulses) o't'Jes more to his penchant

for eth:tcal na:.t1.1ra11sm than to careful observation. The

natura.lism 'Has not new; the unique and creative cOl'l.tr:lbutiorl

is the un101'1 of naturalism. 'l'J1'ch Freudian interpretat:i.ve tech~

niques. Freud <B..iagnosed hls patients p and the \-Jest in

general ~ as sUf:re~cing from arl overdose of I'a-tional:i.ty. His

theory of sexuality was in part an ironical humiliation of

the spu.riot1.s piE:ty 'Hhich pervaded the late nineteenth century.

Freud mercilessly unmasked the sacred images su.rrou.l1=

ding love and sexuality. All love is self.,.,oriented, follow-
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ing the pattern of the ch:lld. !1onogamy was shown to be

unnatural and unsatisfactory although, Freud felt, irre~

placable. Exaggerated mothE;r~love ,WEI.S linked l1ith lovers t

romant ic overv9.luat i on of each other. At the core of the

analysis ·of set:uslity 1s ~a very important judgment: lithe

primal form of' love == that of child for parent -= is the

model instance of an authority relation and Freud advanced

an ideal of love purged of pa1"'ent~l influences, an exchange

of equals. ThUS, the goal of psychoanalysis 1s to abrogate

the power of t~e prototype, to cut the umbilical cord of

authority.U 8

Analysis should· rE~claim personal subj ective history 0

de-mystify it smd weaken its compulsive control. As much

sexual (or nat1.ll..ral) activj.ty as is possible in the present

can then be enjoyed for itself, freed from endless repeti-

tion of the prmtotypal act.

Freud relied heavily upon his S118J.ogy beti'Jeen

psychopathology and the historical phenomena of religlon~

Using some sce:l;tered evidence from the e.nthropology of his

day, he projected the origin of reltgion into an historical

Oedipal murder. In order to understand his intellectual in-

fluence upon this culture, it is relevant to note the re-

duct ion of history to psyc:hology which 1s implied in such an

a~alogy. Manifest public events are translated into latent

private motives~ a complete reversal of the Hegelian and

Marxist systemS .in which the private j.s submerged in the
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pUblic.

Freud f IS approach to the past reveals t~'JO strains in

his character. Both pervade his war};;; and both have become

the heritage of psychological man. The pessimistic f

stoiC8..1 side of Freud reminds us of the permanent pOvH;;r of

the past~ always reasserting itself in the present. At best,

we can understand it and maintain some identity in the

midst of crisis. The othl3r side of Freud c'ontends that» by

remembering tra~itionf we can outwit it. Analysis can eman-

cipate psychological man from his ·:;ommitment to the proto-

types of the past.

C

Considering the current trends in social technology

and social psychiatrYt Freud may be remembered primarily as

the champion of the indivtdual against the tyra:nny of culture.

"No small part of FreUd'S impact upon the contemporary moral

imagination del'ives from his idea of the self j.n conflict. 119

The conflict bet1'leen insttncts and civilization is a per-
, .

manent fact fot' every individue.l t and thus, the tension be-

tween individual and soc:t(?;ty can never be resolved. The pro...

cess of the sublimation of the n.e,tural instincts into cul-

tural achievement is only an uneasy truce at the best of

times.

At first gla~oe one might consider Freudis view

deterministic p pessimist i,e and ~ therefore ~ anti-individualis'=
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tic; this has been the reaotion of somE: neoe>PreudiE.ms. All

Americans claim to che...rn.pion the inclividual. The neo-'

Freudi~.11S ''V,TOulcl use soqial techniques to free individuals'

from Freuc;. I 9 : pseudo-metaphysical tr chains. But Freudianism,

says Ri~ff, must consider such a neglect of the instincts 80S

social tyranny.

Rief'f!S own position in this debate between Freud and

the neo-Freudian.s is unique. Although he attacks Fromm and

Horney for neglecting the instincts, he predicts a social'

solution in the therapeutic culture which rests firmly on

socj.8.1 control or social te·chnology. FreudiB.ll theory must__. s.

infuse the social sciences. And Rieff shows that Freud!s

view'must be distinguished from that of John Dewey whose

conceptual scheme has guided FroI1i.m and Horney in their

r~vision of Freud.

De"V1ey concedes that beneath' culture there is a "real

thing striving to' .liberate iJeself ll • He calls it impulse

:rather than insltinct. But his substitution of adaptation for

sublimation is less dialectical, less critical. The source

of defence against culture has been undermined. Rieff thinks

that Dei-Jey ~ spolsition is even taut.ological. Impulse is just

culture in potentia.I form. IISo018.1 organj.zat.i('m~ not in~

stinct~ has become the source of arid the limitation upon the

perfectability of hur£l.an nature. 11
10 Such theory provides the

basis for a social science of institutions; Freud!s

psychology is for persons. Fromm and Horney genulnel~r "Irote
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in the spirit of liberation from Freud's llpessimism". The;:l

did not see that Freud's instinctualism gave power to the

defence of the individual which their social theory inad=

vertently betrSlYs. The theory of the unconscious retains

the quali t;:; ·0';'"' the crit leal at the core of Freud f s science;

the neo-Freudians contained the critioal in their Oi-in

YaJ.ues. But this is tantGl..ID.01.Ult to l~endering them ineffec-

. tual. Although Fromm might 'intend to free the indiV"idual,

the cast of h:1.$ theory enables the system to use that theory

to submerge the individual.

FreUd t S individual, e.lthough he appears to be de

termined by his Ollm unconscious, gains a strong independence

from external compUlsion by the very faot of this conflict

within him. In fact, Freud's definition of the individual

includes the unconscious as a prior conception or a pre

requisite. In order to protect the individual, the ooncept

of conscious person has to be expanded.

D

The political implications of FreUd'S theory of the

individu8~ are confusing: (1) Freud is a defender of freedom

from social t;sr1?8.nny but (2:) he frees men in such a way that

they are no lOTlger politic:al or public. Be is therefore

accused of justifying poli-tical tyranny.

For Freud and Rieff, political or public commitment

is a tyraymy o"ier the indi.vidual just a.s religious commlt

ment is. ;rhe problem Rieff poses is how one can institute
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a culture of release without a theory of commitment. The

authority of psychoanalysts as 1'1ell as the explanation of

political behaviour in psy~~hological terms seems to make

Freudianism justify the t;)trannical use of psychiatric tech~

niques. 'But IIF1"eud g s insights become sharply falsified

when they are forced to tr~~nslate out into a politicized
, 11

psychi8:cry ••• a technocTe,cy of soatal psychiatrist s. l!

Under such a system, culture might relax into a condition of

submissiveness to J?0i"7er from which it c01.11(1 not recover.

"Fr:eud's value, for political science 1\1h1ch I- believe to be

intractably theoretic, is :as a critical psychology. The.......~==-

conflict between individual and society, between the in=

stinctuar" ~nd the l'epressive is' his basic contributton to
-. 12

the social sciences." And to say the same thing in

another way: ~'FTeudgs revolutionary influence has been to=

ward the re-emergence of the person as the essential 00n

ceptus.,l tool of the social sciences. 1I13

If Fre~d!s insight is incorrectly used at the

pract:1.cal level p it 'Hill I;d.d ,the efficiency of tyranny. If

used theoretic~lly the critical psychology provides a de~

fence against that sarne tjr:r::?,nny. . Freu.d is disparagement of

politic8~ life must be seen in this light.

The def'ence of the indiv:ldue,l against the socle.1 is

also 8. justific!ation for the withdre,wal from harsh pUblic

life in the name of indiVidual health. The 'once independent

realm of ethical and political theoryp what is right 8tnd
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wrong in public action~ has been redefined in terms of

psychopathology. What once was considered truth has been

redefined as ideology, 'V~hi.ch is no longer viable.

Freudianism is the new ideology which "inculcates scepti-

clsm g,bout a.ll ideologies e:x:c.ept those of the private

l "f 11141 e.

FreudVs political and social prejudices led him to

disparage the rule of the masses and to favour a kind of

benevolent despotism, exemplified in his portrait of Moses

a.s leader and teacher. The accent on the :'l.ndividual under-

lies Freud r s diverging prejudices -= either e,gainst the

tyranny of the mob or as 8 lxemplified in Noses.

viith Freud as "Ni t11. Nietzsche ~ individual health is

the mea.sure. This new starting point undercuts the whole

traditional debate about freedom -- which s,rises out of the

classical tradition. !11 politics are corrupt~ not just

political tyrannies. Psyc,hoanalysis turns to the inner life

and cultivates indifferenc,e to polj.tlcs. Political

psycholog;5T replac.es pollti.calphilosoph;}r. The only question

is h01'1 best to organize e.lld constra:1.n individuals in social

relation. The funds.mental freedom - ... the freedom from inner

compulsion 1s So private! matter. Rieff belieVes that in-

dividuals who are free in this 'Nay ~Till not be 'infinitely

ms"lleable. They will demand a society which provides for

them as individuals. That is, indifference to politics,
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ironically; will msJ{e an e~nd to tyranny once and for all.

E

Freud's critique of religion was very much lnfluenced

by his being a Je't'Jin a.11.ti.-Semitic Vienna, although he was

never a, believer 1.n' Judaism. The religion which Freud

attacked was the Christian establishment in Vienna. FreUd'S

stsmce in opposition to that establishment carried over into

the critical pugnacity of the young psychoanalytic movement.

i-lhen Freud attackeid religion, he began with a

thorough u.nderstanding of its social' function as stabilizer

of the system of :release [mel contl'ol of instincts., The

Christian establishment which surroU.l1.ded him was collapsing Q

The shared ne~rosis of religiou.s belief ws.s no longer an

effective sanction of order6 l1en were grovJ1n,g uPs> ineVitably

becoming enlightened and theJ'- needed a new system of moral

author:ltyfor t;he repression of their instincts. Psycho

analysis would be a start at least for the few. But for the

mf!l.ny the al terne.tives seemed to be reason or 8. surge of

rigorous suppression. In c~1.did moments, Freud predicted the

latter.

Rieff elmbraces Freucl i s theory of religion as social

stabilizer but he claims that Freud Was prevented by his

circumstances from seeing the other~ more creative aspects of

religion. At times~ Freudis approach to religion deteriorated.

into name~calling. He oonceived of religion in the limited



psychological or psychopathologtcal mode t and then refused to
. .
recognize anything but 111nfa,ntile", "womanly", or flneed for,

authorftyn symptoms as religious phenomena. R:tefffs chief

objection to Freudfscriticue of religion is that it ignores

~qhat Weber called the charismatic power of new religions in

thegenesls of" social change. Freud's opposition of progres... ·'
'. I

sive science consolatory religion is oversimplified for both

science snd religion. ThE~ wholesale acceptance of U11crj.tical

tlvalue neu.:t;falityll by most modern scientists make;::; it the

tool of the establishment and a force for conformity. Be-

ligiol1 contains at least the remnants of the tra..YJ.sceridente.l

and the remembrance of the past which makes possible a

critique of the social present. There is a vestige of dia-

lectical thinking Ol~ two-climensional thinking~ as Narcuse

'would say. Rieff feels that the real battle lines should be

drawn bet'Neen the crttical elements in both science and

religion and the trend to general conformity.

F

The lesson on the right conduct of life which Freud

learned from the misery of living it is summarized as the

ethic of honesty. Rieff c~onsiders this ethic a ms.jor step

forward, althou.gh it carr:i.es dangerous implica.t.ions. Hhen

moral aspiration is seen as pathological, a better compro-

mise ,qith the :instincts. is possible through a realistic

analysis of one f s 01-'111 potemtial for balance. Freud's ethic
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Hregards the disposition of human potentiality as a matter

beyond prescription. Ii 15 Freud t s only pr'escrlption is un~

fllncht:ng honesty in one!:3 self~a.nalys1s» the therapy of

talk which liberates through lucidity, reticence £.lno.a re-

duction of ethical aspiration. Here the limitations of

Freud t S O1'm chs.racter as eultural ideal become clear; Rieff

d_ise.grees at this point. lIStill the freedom to choose must

end in choice. Here at the critica.l moment p the Freudian

ethic of honesty ceases to be helpful. n16 Freud assumes

that the 'VJestern ascetic morality i'Jill prevail as long as we

are open and r8.tional, just as it prevailed in his OOVIn

character. This ethical assumption is reminiscent of Hume

who based ethics on llnatu:r-al ll sympathy. (It is similar also

to Descarte s t Y'natural light of reason".) America.t"1 f'ollm'Jers

of Freud have chosen to fill this gap left b~l mere analysis

W'J:i.th a championing of release. tfThe antinomian implica-

tions are there in Freud:s theory. And those who have

j.l'J.terpreted Freud as advoeating for reasons of health and

sexual freec10m promtscuity rather than the strain of fidelity~

adultery rather than neuroses have caught the hint if not the
, .17

intent of his psychoanalysis. 1I

Rieff is certainly not an antinomian. In F're~<i;~~

Minc1. Q.f~aiist t he vwrries about the Ilnihilist impli-

cations ll of Freuc1~s false ethical assumption. It worked well

for Freud, but 'V'Jhat about the nei'J psychologiea], men who are

not secure in the ascetic Q9.st? Perhaps,the successor to
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barbarism is perhaps the most dangerous form of the long

standing resentment of the cultured against themselyes. 1I18 '

no longer upsebs Rieff, because social control (animated by

FreUd's critical insight) will keep order. Now Rieff can

spee.k well of lIlthe friendly barbarians ..• in a Technological

Eden ll •
19 Yet a doubt remains. In both books, Rieff claims

that Jung had an insight into mants need to feel chosen,

which persists after Freud's purgative analysis. There will

still bea use for faith after Freud. But faith v·Jl11 never

recover again itts position of' domination. It must always be

used by indivic1luals for their o'l'm therapy.

III

Rieff asks what was missing in Freud that caused Jung,

Reich and Lawrence to go so far beyond psychologizing within

a Freud.:Lan modality. The criminal egoism 'Nhiph Freud demanded

from analysts passed into Jung's language of faith, flfor
20reasons that must be calle:d culturally necessaryl1.

Three fa'TIous therapists :i.llustrate the gap in Freud's

analytic approach, but all three men failed to fill the gap

properly, accOJrding to Hieff $ and the next culture will still

gain more from Freudvs insights. They were right that some-

thing l'Jas m~Lsslng. The analytic way is much too severe. The
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uncompromising realism whtch the stole Freud espoused is an

intoleTable bUTden for others. Once again it was his built~

in synthesis 01' his sentimGntal att~'tchment to a hiel~areh:y- of

values i,qhich made it possj~ble for him to be merely analytic.

Jung, on the other hand, felt mOTe deeply the loss of re-

ligion p ~lhich he watched destroy his father, and sought to

replaoe it. The final cure at the end of analysis would be

a new psychologized religion.

Freud t s psychoanalysis 1'Jas not intended to cure; it

was concerned with freeing men from the compulsion and

authority of the past. Jung thought that the freedom to

choose was not therapeutic~ enough. Hhat about the "content
21

of the choices that manldnd would be freed to malte? 1I Rief£'

asserts that F'Jr8ud-did not confront this problem and praises

.Jung's Nietzschean effort flto acquire that passionate (per~

)
' , 22

sonal kno'YJledge which will permit us again to be ohosen. II

Hen cannot bear the terrible freedom to choose withou.t

guidance. Now that the gods have absconded, men are fa.ced

'Vl:l.th replacing them in the sense that they must develop a

myth of themselves which gives them security or a kind of

ohosen.,.,ness. Freud was so strong in his own ,tradition that

he was never permitted to UY.ldersta~d this problem thoroughly.

But if he had understood. j.t thoroughly ~;. he might have been a

lesser Nietzsche instead of the Freud '\-vhose unique intel1ec-

tual character is so important to the new culture.
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Jung, Reich and La.vn~ence tried to find neN symbols

to worship~ or to rediscover "old ones~ within the modes of

psychoanalysis.. All three are more prophets than scientists.

They v-7ere deeply aNsre of men f s need for religious CQlYun.it-

ment as well as of. the decline of the old culture of renun-

eiation. They sought a new religion and culture of release,

bu.t what they got instead were new consolat ions. They

failed because the liberation of private life wrought by

psych08.11alysis entails communities of individuals who "~re
~"

concerned about their own well=being. The religious qU~lity

of chosen-ness just will not work with most psychological

men. The pos"it;ive communities end the public gods cannot be

recreated, and without these the therapy. of commitment

canno"t succeed.

IV

"Freud's genius is partly a matter of its approp-

riateness to hi,s time ••• ; it appeals to a highly individua-
. 23

listie and o.emocratic cultv.re •.. like the Amerlcan. II Freud

loathed America; perhaps because he felt -that it 'VJould give

the kiss of deGlJth to his doctrines by espousing them. VJhiIe

Asia reels Ul1deir Narxist revolution, America experiences a

revolution of the mind. Freud$l1ot Marx, is the gUiding

thinker, in" AmeriC8~, cultural change.

Freud is the theoretical justifier of psychological
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mau 1 but in hiS own character he was more an enlightened

version of ecortomic man. This heritage explains his re-

vulsion for Americans 'li'Jho more thoroughly lived out his

theory of the equality of the emotions. He was 8enti~

mentally attached to the old hierarchical structuring of

human nature into higher a.nd 101'Jer categories. The Ameri-

can theraneutio type has outgro-vm this legacy of both

Socrates and Christ, which was embedded in the character

structure of' all economic mel"). inclUding Freud. "Freud

taught lessons 'Nhich Americans, prepared by their Olim

national experience, learn easily: survive, resign your-

self to liVing within your moral means, suffer no gratul=

taus failures in a futile search for ethical heights that no

longer exist "if they ever did$ Freud proclaims the superior
24wisdom of choosing the second best."

v

Freud offers no ultimate advice and if his analytic

. method. is too Severe, where can men turn 11hen the religions

of release fail'!' VIe cannot-break the dialectic of hope and

despa1.r by choosing one or the other. Rleff sees a hint of

the answer in a letter by Freud. to his future wife where he

quotes fUlton:

Let us consult
I,I]hat reinforcement we may gain from hope
If not, l'ihat resoltulo:n from despair.



Freud had no ~se for this mood.
\

A paradise never lost can

42

never be regained. If "118 can only lOVier our expectation

things may not be so bad. (Onc~ again the stoic.) The

point, Rieff maintains, is to keep the essential insight in

his attitude wIlile dealing practicallY with the problem that

men have not' thie synthetic character structure of a Freud

" 'Toi live on the surface prevents deep hurts.
With Freud., 1'lestern man has learned the technical com
plexity of externalizing his inwardness and has been
able at l.sust to usher out that cro"VJd of shado'V.Js urging
him to turn inward, so as to live in the bright sober
light of the present ... , social therapy is liberating,
rendering all objects of corumitment instrumental to the
therapeutie process itself. u25

Hen have been troubled with the t't'10 aspirattons: to

be free to choose and to have faith that they a.re chosen.

Freud freed men from the compulsion of faith end left them

with the absurdity of being free to choose nothing or every~

thing.. llA marriage betl'Jeen Pavlovian or Behaviourist lear~

ning theory and Freud's might lea.d to that control of the

unconscj.ov.s "'ihiCh' Hould el:Lminate the residues of religious

compulsion on the one hand:~ and the freedom to choose on the
26other. II Rleff is aware of the evolution of scientific

theory ~'Jhich onCe aspired to increase freedom of choice 9 and

which now has arrived at a technique of power. At times he

almost trumpets the trend; at others, he seems more resigned

to the ineVitable. The freedom or autonomy which thera~

·1
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choice. That kind of freedom cal! only exist in the context

of an only cho1,ce 'which is d1ctl3.ted by religion.

Hieff is not al'VJays consistent regarding the degree

of "freedomll OT' private responsibility that he thinks will

be possible in the therapeutic society. The variations can

be explained in part by the differences between his owri as

pirations for the best possible in the circu~stances and the

varying deg;rees, of dangerous regressions which are possible

and not fatal. The best situation would be a secure insti~

tutional system. which permitted and s&~ctioned an experi~

mental approach to private Itsalvation li • The systems of

Jung t Reich and L8~rence are examples of what is possible in

such a system; they are not The Way. The society would

recognize the need of indi''i,riduals for, experimental religion

'Nhile at the same time it would realize that it could not

prescribe publi:c solutions. The les$ utopian eventuality of

the Freucl-Behav'iourist social control which eliminates the

whole synclromeof freedom and faith ts much more likely than

this majestic vision of a society of Nietzsches.

But reg:ardless of the depth of the dimension of

privacy t the ne:v.r society 1'1il1 involve' a permanent break i,n

the continuity of the (,Jest. A private sense of 'Vl'ell-being

becomes the end. Even thO'lJ.gh he goes beyond the analytic

mode s the therapeutic man 'Nill retain the essential identity
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CHAPTER 3

I

Robert Coles has said that Rieff begtns where
. 1

Nietzsche left off. In the late nineteenth century the

ideas of mind, ).natter and meaning which gave structure end

security to Chl~!istian oulture seemed to have collapsed.

Nietzsohe "VJanted. to clarify and complete this collapse and

at the same time to create a "profound fiction!l, a per-

spective within wh:i..ch men eould begin to live again. Arthur

De.nte calls attentj_on to a r1t1'rofold truth lf corresponding to

Nietzsche's twofold metaph;ysic. 2 Throughout his works there

is always the t~nsion between Nietzsche, the critic or

nihili~t~ who emphasizes that the new perspective is interp~

Tetation not fact, and Nietzsche, the struotural metaphy-

sician, who kne~J that men need common sense fictions and even

religion, art, science and metaphysics, These four were

e.tte,cked only b~cause they had lost their direct connection

through psychology with th<3ir appropriate source: life.

Nietzsche's culture-shattering fno' is a necessary pre ...

requisite to the new way to 'yes'.

In the terms of modern philosophy, t'NO types of truth

are oontained ih Nietzsche's perspective: the~~

theory of truth, because men need to have a structure in

which to 11ve, ~d. the .£2.r.;r=es£.2.~ld~ce theory of truth, to the

47
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extent that their perspect iva is Tooted properly in real

life and is not an arbitrary imposit:l.on.

Nietzsdhe distinguished between contemptible fic

tions ('\i'Jhich he called Ifideologiesfl) masquerading as true in

the old conceptual sense~ and profound fictions or religions

which men CTeate aesthetj.cally out of the pOvieT of their own

willing psycho~physical behlg~, He cannot possess until we

are possessed, Nietzsche said, meaning 'possessed by our

vision of OUT O"l'Jn potent ial ! • In the same spirit, with

perhaps less pr'ofundity and more irony, Bieff says that we

lbse free choi~e if we give up the ethic that called forth

the choice.

If we are to understa.nd Bieff1s theory and his'

definitj.on of the future autonomy f' \'7e must first understand

his appr'aisal or Jung. The subtlety of his intention must be

seen ~n the background of his praise of Jung's concern for a

real cultural ptr'oblem as well as his appeal to Freud to con

demn Jung's religious solution. vIe have already seen that

Bieff~s ·appraisal of Freud resulted in a reverse reaction.

Freud held fast to the grea~ insight into the necessity for

deconversion~ bnt he VWtS not able' to fe.oe the cUltura.l prob

lem of reconstruction 'i'jhich had to follow purgative analysis.

Freud insisted that we abjure all religious cures be

cause of the de(;line of th(3 old positive communities. Freud

knew that for religious thera,py to work in the past~ men had



committed. themselves to the communities of church, city-

state or sUb-CUlture. In practice, he himself still bene-

fitted from identifications of this kind. But he saj,q· their

inevitable decline and \ldshed to prepare men fOT the nega-

tj.ve, individ.ustlistic culture of the fut~r,e.. For the new

men, religlons would nO
j

IClnger work. Freud therefore con

centrated on tne development of personal capacity, ego

control, the ability to ba.lance the conflicting demands of

instinct and society. The strengthening of the ego meant a

systematic attack on authority of all kinds, a.'1.d thus led

to politioal and relig:tou8 indifference. Freud looked to

the past 'tATith no regrets; he wished only to remove its com-

pulsive control, to make life in the,present a little bit

easier and more natural. FreUd'S prescription to mankind

as the patient is Hto use the power of the analytic atti

tUde, to set a limit to the S1'iayr of culture over mankind. 113

Jung pushed the therapeutic beyond this limit set by

FreUd. He was as fully aware as Freud of the failure of the

Christian myth. He saw it fatl to save his father from in-

sanity. But, ~coording to Hieff, his answer was to replace

the old banal myth 't'Jith a ne't"r creative. personal one. 4 If

there were no positive communities extant he would create

one or exhort individuals to identify 'l/rith the appr9priate

collective unconscious for their time arid place. Jung was

anti-institutiolt1al; his faith is a private buh1ark against
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the omnivorous rational sc:ientific society. But the private

quality of Jung's religion should not obscure the fact that

it. represents a rejection of" analytic therapy, and is a re-

turn to commitment therap;sr. "Understood culturally t

Jung's psychic t~uth is eommitment. 1l5 Jung accepts

Fr~udian.~1alYSis insoffr as ~t liberates us from the bana1~

over-intellectualized Christian myth which was inculcated by

our parents an~ the cultuT'e. But then o in Rieffis vie1tJ, he

restores our security by burying us in 8. barr~ge of archaic

religious symbdlism from the creative collective unconscious.

liThe uncOnSCiOl)JS is Jung's psychologically functional equi=

valent of cOl~unities ro1d in fact derives its content from

the culture. I:t is In the sense of a derivation from and
-~

1!l<1t~~£."S~<2rL£Jf. the cUltural community that the unconscious

is coll~cti ~.§,. 116 The re juvenat ing pO'wer of the current

colle9tive ~~cohscious derives from the eternal archetypes

which are supraFhistorical and tranSCUltural. Thus does

Jung bridge the gap from ontology to psychology, and in this

process ~ according to Freud 8.1'10. Rieff, he restores the old

tyranny. IlThe object of' th~rapy in the J:ungian sense is,

therefore f to reconcile tho lnclividual to whatever authori·ty

he carries 'Nithin himself. u7

Before proceeding to Rieff"", s own theory, it must be

shmm why he thinl{s that Jung i s attempt 't'ias IIculturally neces-

saryl! after the analytic att:i.tude p even if it did. end in

'.
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failure. Freud' d.id not p:rovide a new moral demand system

for psychologi~al man. After a Freudian ro1alysis, one is

freed from the compulsions of religious ro1d political sys

tems, but one is then faced with the absurdity of being able

to choose 1'1ith<tmt criterj.a. The character of our freedom in

the western world has been such that freedom needs an im-

perat:i.ve tn oro.er to become meaningful. \<Jhen the imperative

representing rEtlsponsibility "Nas removed by, therapy, the

freedom beCfti11e absurd and,' intolerable. \'1 i thin the context

of such freedom and sincerely seeking results, Jung 'Nas

forced by cult1P.ral necessj.ty to transform psychoanalytic

concepts into a compelling lamguage of faith: WHen want to

be secured. I1Qreove'r, only in a secure symbolic can they

bear to know tbemselves. ·This is the strong point at which

Jungisn therapy arrived. IIB Or, to say this in another way,

freedom does ndrc exist without responsibility. If one does

not live in a compelling and stable CUlture, perhaps a leap

of faith is neoessary.

Rieff $lets out to solve the cultural problem 'Hhich

Jung acldressed~ and he is determined not to sacrtfice the

autonomy from ~ulture whic:h Freud ac.hj.eved.' ~'Je need a cure

but not a transf'ormative religious one. Instead.~ we must

have inf(trmc?-'c.!ite social control. Our social securi,ty will

come from a SOCial technology 1>'lhich ;eecognizes its limita-

tions. That i$~ it does not attempt to prescribe a pUblic

religion of cOD:/.mitment to be internalized by fa..mily inculca-
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tio:n. r.t 'Viill support people with a neutralist symbollc~ a

social techniqw.e 't'ihich is' based on the analytic experience.

!fTo be thus frdled from a tyrannical cultura.l super-ego is to

be properly bedded i~l the pre s~nt world. 119

Rleff f S autonomy lies in the primacy of self against

social ooeroiol1. But the therapeutic man will be a very

social creature. He will embrace the technological system

confident ths.t it cannot c,o-opt him for ends other than his

own gratification. He will have absndoned the illusion that

an inner-directed religiou.s consciousness protects him from

social tyranny. This old~ freedom must be left behind.

The new society may for a time sanction inclividual experi=

ment with IYsalvtationit t but more and more the salvation will

consist in self-oriented cultural immersion _v~ a r:ltual of

behaviour unde~stood as therapy. Social control which com-

binesthe insig:hts of Behaviourist learning theory with the

ans.lytic e..ttitu!de will destroy not only the vestiges of re

ligious compulsiion but also the freedom to ehoose as well.

The tension bet~ieen inner and outer- man 11i11 at last be re=

solved.

The fre~dom Hhich is achieved in. the therapeutic

society is~ according to Rieff p freedom for gratification

without restraint. This freedom reaches its zenith 1IJhen all

human and non-:l)tl..tnan nature has been conquered by technology.

Psychological men will triumph in such a system because of
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their myth of themselves as autonomous. Their, sense of

themselves ~~Jill gUide thei'!' future conception and prevent

their dissolution into hollow sheep.

Hieff o~tenrefers to his ,interest in viability

rather then valJ.dity. He :asserts the primacy of the prag-

matic theor~ of truth. But the nature of things demands

that a truly prf3.gmatic theory 1'Jill have to root itself in

things as they are. Hieff wants to preserve the reality of

the life of the self with a theory whioh describes the

structure of things as it :really is. He must try to that

extent to meet the requirements of correspondenoe as well as

the requirements of pragmercism, in full, e;t1areness that ob",

jeotive description is from the beginning interpretation

l~ather than fe.ct. nI, too, aspire to see clearly, like 8.

rifleman with one eye shut: I, too, aspire to think without

assent. This is the ultimate violence to which the modern

intellectual is committed. 1,,10

Hieff's creative theorizing gained,enormously from

the example of Freud. In the restoration of the primacy of

theory, Rieff applauds the right of the creative individual

to define his Olm reality c=_ 1n Freud? s case by chang:lng his

basic self-inte:/....pre'0ation. Rteff 'illCJ.gnificently describes

FreudBs superiority to Breuer who obstinately holds to the

safer scientifi¢ and dead materialistic theories, attempting

to explain hyst$ria. Preud "clared to transform reality into

a truer shape ll ,11 by imagining ,the repressions and bringing
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The doctrine of creation which presided over tho

conception of modern science in the seventeenth century,

combines the doctrine of c:reation ,ex ~.1.ib.J1.2 vJith the Greek

notion that e,r~ation took place with the guidance of 1h§2r~~.·

The fact that physical objects were voluntarily created from
" ,",'. ,-

nothing gave e~ch a contingent reality. And~ the fact that

they were created theoretically and not arbitrarily made

measurement e.nd thus all science possible. r'lodern men are

confronted vIi th a world "Nhj"ch was created in this particular

'Nay -- but the creator h8~S absconded.. They have had to

assume the rolei of this t~l'pe of cl"'eator "iith all the atten-

dant confusion in the realm of theol"'Y.

Says R:1ieff: "Before theorizing "VJas distinguished from

theologiZing, to theorize was considered a way of seeing

God. Now .it is considered me~elY a necessity, something men
. 12

are compelled Jdo do if they are to become god-like. n

Rieff distinguishes conformative and transformative

theory, \'Jhich rroughly approximates the distinction between

ancient arid modern ph-ilosophy, or as some, would say s between

philosophy and ideology. According to philosophy, theory is

about the eterrial and stable order of things: wha.t is ~ and

therefore ~ that to i'i'hich it is meet and right for all to COl1~

form. According to icleologyp theory Harms us with the

weapons for tntnsforming rea~ity insteacl of forcing 1?-s to

conform to it. l1i
13 (~_8J=1:t..l is here redefined.) VJhereas
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philosophy culminates j.n faith; a good modern theory be-

comes the creatlor of pm'Jer. "AnO. from that creat:1.on of

pOvler derives rolan's freedom to choose among the options
,

specified by the reach of potent:l.al pov1ers le.id dO'l'iH in the

theory. 11
13

Both Frieud t s ps~rchoanalyt·:tc theory 8.110. Narx I s

historical mateo:'ialism are Placed by Rieff in this trans-

formative tradition. Both men sought to increase huma~

power and freedpm and both assumed that life could then be

conducted in a Ibetter vJay .. Bieff thinks that assumption is

unjustified. Nlen st5.11 need to cure themselves. They need

the safety of a society in which they can experiment with

cures without fear of that sickness of religious compulsion

that Freud feared. Rieff's new contribution is to under-

stand insights of the ideologists'V1hose task was to shelter

the old controlp while recognizing that this task forc.ed

upon them the limitations of negation. Harx and Freud had

to destroy the control of philosophy and faith, to enable

theoTY to beQome actively <concerned 'Nith mitigat~Lng the

daily miseries of living. Rieff needs to find a new source

of order as well, to Teplac~ the old ord~r so effectively

destroyed. And that ne-It] ol~der must not be a return to the

old. compulsion an nevi' disguise. (Rieff 9 of course, feels

that Freud will be more us,3ful than r1arx in this current

problem p althou~h he too will be superseded.)
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II

Reiff believes that sociology properly conceived -

that iSi artisticallYi hiBtorically and psychologically --

can explain completely the phenomenon of religion~ ancient

and modern. U~b until ver3T recently', religion has been the

way men heye a¢tod CUlturally to solve the problem of their

Ifdis-easetf as lndividua1s. IIFaith is the compulsive dynamic

of culture chamne11ing obedience to, trust in, and dependence

upon authoritYJ lt15 Originally, cult and culture, the

sacred and the social 't'lers not distinguished. The existence

of stable societies depended upon the majority accepting the

moral order, the correct form of action, as undebatable be-

caUse sacredly ordained. The excellence of societies con-

sisted in obed1ence to an order imposed by the systematic

limitations of initiative through divine 'negative injunctions.

1l\\Jhat :1Js moral becomes and remains self~evident only

w~thin a powertul and deeply compelling system of cUlture. n16

Freud thought that religion \-'ias failing in the psychological

aspect of its t!ask, so he found a replacement: psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalytic therapy and religious therapy are very much

alike. They ar~ both cultural since they are interested in

the transformat1ion of character. Faith was the symbolic

mode of the poslitive religious communities; psychoanalysis

beC8.me the symbplic mode of a negative community, a group of

separate individuals united only j.Yl their rejection of all
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communal ideal$. But psychoanalysis must ultimately be in~

adequate p says Hieff, because ~t is a destroyer of old

morals and. not.enough the creator of new ones. !tIn scorning

'a synthesis, the analyst is opposing the dynamics of cul~

ture. 1l17 It w&.s inevitable that Freud's followers would use

religion!s therapeutic aspects to add to Freud's harsh

analytic approaoh; doctrine for control of everyday life and

ecstasy for therapeutic respite from control.

But, 8.$ we have seen, the answer d.oes not lie with

the restoratiolil of the "religious sickness fl which Hieff

claims finally overtakes the sincere attempts of Jung, Heich p

and Lawrence. The answer lies in a sociology which takes

Freud:s great insights seriously as well as being able to

pass beyond him. Sociology has been addressing the problem

of symbolic impoverishment: for many' years. C.H. Cooley, for

example, identified social reality 'with his own analytic

deVice, the primary group, lito alleviate the shortage of

symbols that he.s impoverished American culture since the
18,

passing of the age of doctrine.1! But the conservative

religion of culture, couched in a sociological deVice, fails

to protect the individual from the cownunity. The prjmary

group is Coole;>r's new god. which chooses the indiVidual;

society makes the man no matter how individual he thinks he

is. Familiarity is expanded into sociability. In fact 9

Cooley used soq.iology to 1~rar against Arnerican i.ndividualism.

Hieff thinlcs that paying mo:ce attention to Freud I s theory will
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protect the :I.narividual from social tyranny. "Prom the

warmth of Cool~yfs Primary Group~ there is a sinister short

"Jay to the stifling creed of Togetherness. 11
19 Hieff f s

togetherness w:iJll be· p:l:'ivate but impersonal. Persorra.Ii ty

and the family!ars inseparable. The enemy, says Hieff, is

W8,rn1~ familial10ve p sacrificial, democratic and anti·Qlife.

The therapeutic man's sense of well-being lIoperates under

the aegis of technology aimed ultimately at his own emotions~

so as to destroy the tension between the inner and the outer

life. 1I20

III

Hieff's work belongs to the sociology of ideas. He

W~lts to begin ~o define the outlines of a new theory of

cuIture. His slecond book describes the dynamics by which

Christian culture has been displaced. The problem of

creating an adequate theory of culture is tlthe central one
2!1

in soej.ologyll. I Hieft" is watching the changing L:J.oral oon-

f'igurat :1011. of mlodern culture and deciding 1--1hether culture can

be reconstructed so that faith no longer rules individuals.

He is interested primarily in the social viability of ideas

rather than in ~c;heir validity , although this viability de-

pends on empirical correspondence to a certain extent. What

Hieff really mep.ns to emph9.size is that he "t<iill not consider

the doctrines olf relj.gion as true or untrue. Even if they
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are or were true f whether they are or were useful is his

concern. Thus :do sociologists relegate the questions of

validity to li~bo when they bypass them.

In aD i'p-croductj.on to a :eecent reprinting of

Cooley's S,q,c~"4-0rgani?l?tl.Q!'2tRieff clarifies his sociolo

gical stsnce in prase of Cooley's artistry and in opposi-

tion to his attlack on the individual. !fIt is at once a book

of analysis anc5- recommendation, e,s sociology at its best
, . : 22

must always be. ,If The sociologist must teach moral les- .

sons as well as analyze the facts. He cannot evade the

responsibility of transforming his subject~matter. Because

his subject-matjter is uniquely moral in its implications, he
!

must be uniquel;Y artistic :e..mong scientists. At any rate,

the social scientist who must work without doctrinal com-

mitments' needs ~bhe aesthet:ic gift in order to enliven the

fruits (otherwise trivial) of his analytic powers.

Rieff c$Lrries forv·Jard the tradition of a'Ylti-matialism

shared by Freud and Cooley. Sociological analysis always

carries with it a p.olemica.l implication. ,ndho arc sciell~

tists that they should be, in their particular work, without

passion for or $.gainst thetr sUbject?1I 23 'Cooley knew that,

BehaYiourism wa$ gUided as much by its antagonism tmvarcl the

mystical as by its objective concerns. To compensate for

the necessary pdJlemic quality~ Cooley recommended a kind of

permanent tenta~ivenesst a general opposition to unifying

system qUite similar to FrE;ud t s. Rieff tEiiidS to sigree with
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such tentatiV81U8SS', but he also point s out Cooley f s failure

to follow his ~wn advice when convincing himself that the

primary group is an analytic device. Rieff1s emphasis tends

to center in tij.e assertio:n that; soc:iology is ineluci.';'8:bly

normative. Socriological writing uis part of the psycho~

historical pro~ess engaged as it is in ~ersuas~ve redefini

tions of action that alter the acti·on. 1121..1,

Leading; American sociologists are remembering their

debt to Marx aqd, more vocallYt their debt to Weber. Rieff

reminds them of their debt to FreUd. Fourteen years ago,

Rieff wrote an lartlcle os,lled "H:tstory, Psycno8,nalysis and

the Social Sciences ll • At this time he saw the domination of

the individual lin the social sciences, and T/Jarned against too

much devalu.atiorn of the objective social context, seen only

as a secondary ielaboration of the psychological. "Private

psychological er:perience may implement the development. of

, pUblicly releve..l.1t themes, 'but it is history that imposes the

connection.r: 25 'The dangerous result of overpsychologizing is

politice~ psych~atry. llToo frequently depth psychology has

been used b3r political scientists to mask problems of ob-

jectlve social processes~ reducing them to characterological

problems. rr26 Rleff polnts out that Freud knew this extreme

to be l'Jrong, but he did over-psychologize in his explana-

tions of politi~al, religious and artistic events. The proper

psychological alPproach to the sooial sciences, Rieff says,
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Freud~$ critical theory grew out of a Kantian herl-

tags. In Kant's critical philosophy, the mindis a Rriori
~-:~--

ltana] ogies of experience ll make knowledge" of' nature po'ssible.

For science to be possible and not just arb~Ltraryf Kant

transcendentally deduced that the principles at:' ns.ture must

be congruent with the princ:i.ples of ·understanding. And

Freud made the same sort of deduction when he explaJ.ned

historica1 9 re:l-igiou.s and artistic phenomena 'V'lith analogies

to individual ~sychopathology.

But Fr®ud~s devaluation of history makes, for

example ~ Leonatelo t s s.rt partly inexplice.ble. HThe deepest

part of the indlividual maJT be his relation to society, his

soctal self. 1I21' Freud pushed his psychology too far at. this

point,. for we need the cultural configuration to complete

the portrait of Leonardo.

In sha1~p contrast $1 Regel snd 1'IJarx SUbmerged psycho-

logy in history. As such they are antonyms of Freud.

However~ all tlliree thinkers agreed that history could proceed

outside the cOIDsciousness' of its actors. In effect, Freud

expanded psychology and the individual to include the 1.\n-

conscious process.

Talcott Parsons and Ed"N8.rd 8h11s owe mOTe to Freud

and less to We~er than they acknowledge. According to Rieff~

the most popular concept in l11nerican sociology now is inter=

action. 28 That society is said to be interactive sufficiently
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guar~'"1tees for!Rieff the effective re-emergence of the per-

son, the s1AJitch from historical to psychological materials.

This concept off interaction rests on a transcendental de

duction just like its predecessors in Kant and Freud. 29

In 195~, Bieff felt the need to oppose the psycho

logical trend 1llec::mse it 'Has ignoring the social context. In

1958~ his empha.sis remaine,d on the concomitant danger of

politicized ps~chi8xry. In 1966, the tone has shifted to an

acceptance of "4he psychological insight as the only critical

defence agains~ an over-emphasized social context. Politi-

cized psychiat~y is still the enemy, but now these techniques

8.J7e used by fonces 1tJ'hich 'W'ould bury the self in a social

death grip.

Rieff would say that actual historical experience has

been the decon~ersion to the psychological therapeutic. Men

now think of themselves as psychological: this wil~ protect

them from communal tyranny. But they are still confronted

't'Jith the soc 1a1 reality that they need a new form of social

control to sta1::hlize the therapeutic individual Ij_fe. And

this is where ~ociology comes in, a sociology which'describei

men as they now are (psychological) while it prescribes the

theory of cultvJre appropriate for such men. Rieff describes

the contempora:r(Y' moral revolutiol1 p but in the same breath he

can say th1s: ,IIHhat has been attempted here in The Trj.uilluh_....."...a_,............ __~_

.Qf th~_1'heT:.?~e~.iti£ is a tentative prospect for the .:revolu

tion. 1i30
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IV

The CUFrent cultural revolution is explained in

part by Rieff as it obe;is a trad;t.tional revol,utionary cycle.

To speak mf a moral culture would be redundant. Every
culture h~,s two main functions: (1) to organize the
moral dem~.Ylds men make upon themselves int a a system of
symbols tllat make men intelligible snd trustworthy to
each other, thus rendering also the world intelligible
and trustworthy; (2) to organize the expressive re
missions ~y which men 'release themselves in some degree
from the strain of conforming to the controlling sym~

bolic, in-tlerns.lized variant readings of culture that
cOllstitut~ individueJ.izecl character. '1'he process by'
which a culture chsnges at its profoundest level may be
traced in the shifting balance of controls and releases
which constitute a s;:lstem of moral demands. 31

A stab~e culture must have an unequal balance of

controls and releases, with controls superordinate. All

previous cultuIjes depended. upon positive deprivations in a

character ideal so that the indivio.ual cOrD..mitted himself to

the group. Thei parti'cular balance of control' and remission

of each culturel is demonstrated in the character of its ..

elite, and cultiural revolution appears first among them. The

balance is equ~lized; the releasing symbolic becomes as com~

pelling as the Icontrolling one. The cultural elite no longer

internalizes the ideals of ,order pushed by the normative in-

stitutions. Debay has seemed unavoidable up to and including

the passing Christian culture.

But ilJhile one cultlJ..re is dying~ another is being born.

A new elite with ~ new language of faith~ exhibit a new

balance, usually with control more internalized or spiritus.-
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lized than in the previous culture. New normative insti-
I

tutions are buiitlt in the ruins of the "old, with the atten

dant compromisels. Gradu8Tly a stable culture emerges aga:Ln

with its O"Nn splecial br8..L'1.d of th~ unequal balance. of control

and release. "E~entuallYp the stage is set for another revo-

lution.

The cur/rent revolution is occurring for the same

res,sons that aliI previous ones have occurred; and the next

stable culture must meet some of the usual requirements:

If (1) a new inst;itutionalized inequality of demand a..1'1d re-

mission, (2) anJ ideal character type designated in t,hese

t di th 'th ..... II 32 B t .... h . 1.- i h t 1s u _es as , e I _ erapeuvlc. ,u v e way 1n V·JlJ." c con ro

and thus stabillity is restored 1'Ji1l mark ti?-e therapeutic

culture as uniq~e and indicaTe a decisive break in the cycle

or" cultural rePletition.

v

That a sense of \'Jell·~being ha.sbocome the end
rather than a by-product of striving ~fter some superior
communal eli1d announce s a fundamental change in the ent ire
cast of oDJr culture -- toward a hu..ms.ll condition about
"which therle will be nothing further go s9,Y in terms of
the old stlyle of despair and hope. II)

To opt «or either extreme of despair or hope is to

seek religious !cure, which Freud sallJ as a kind of sick re

gression. In Flreud t s the.:I,§l12,y': there is hope for self~mastery;

in the pessimism of his social t~~91~ there is despair. Rieff

asserts that we do wrong to bring out either one and neglect
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the other. Freud held the two in delicate tension and

sought to tran:pcend the sjLckness of both. In a similar way p

therapeut'ic melil are communal drop-outs) to be understood

ohiefly by their immunit~r to the impotent cultural super-

ego. Men are, $xpressing not so much a new potency as a kind

of therapeutic nihilism'toward all old communal ideals.

Hieff ~p~oses e~l the post=Freudi~~s who have tended

to' ohoose one &spect of Freud t s 'Horl[ and to lose the truly

valuable insight of the delicate balance. He sees in the

tension of hop4 and despah,' 1'1hioh espouses neither; the key

to understanding, psychological mS.n as l'Jell as the porper

theoretioal attitude toward the future. The therapeutic man

'will take this 'balance from Freud~ but he will no longer need ,I

the stoic resignation to alOc.ompany it.

The unique anti~cultural qUality of the current revo=

lution demands not only a new elite but a new type of elite.

Traditional elItes expressed a ne1fJ language of faith which

promised to re=:establisrt control through a more spiritualized

order. For the advance gu.ard of the therapeutic elite one
\

must "look to those paclres whose style offers lI a powerful

rationale of abandonment'of the disintegrating cultural super

ego". 34 One rnUlst look to the artists and the scientists in

particular.

lIThis may 'ltJell be the closing time of as(~etic culture

in the Hest. tf35 If the long struggle of culture against

nature is won, then the c:srclical implications of nature can be
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transcended. Urban technological cultlJ.re has made possible

a culture in 't'1hich internal control through commitment and,

comps.ssionate communities based OD erotic illusions are

arcb~tic. The (rl).lture seems to hmre moved from evaluathTe

symbolism :~hr01tgh a transitional ethical despair to an ex

pressive-impul$ive symbolism. The inherited. evaluative

culture was sttuctured by internalized love ~1d externalized

hatred. The n~w expressive culture must hs.ve a thoroughly

ne'w organizatiCiln which "builds upon the obsolescence of both

love and hatred as orgs..ni2:ing modes of personality. 11
36

Rieff feels it is an adjustment to the death of

cultural sociaJl organization that is needed. llThe strange

new lesson we nave -begun t.o learn in our time is 11.01'1 not to

pay the high personal cost,s of social organj.zation. 11
37 And

the pos:ttive community will pass away along "i'Jith the old

moo.e of organ~_zation. The: negative CODli11Unit;s.r of tomorrow

is a vast subul~bia of dj.vi,ded ti10somes~ for whom the public

is one vast st~s..ngerf external and smoral. The desacralizs.-

tion of the co~munity,beganwith Calvinfs methodical econo~

mic men who ha~e created the appropriate organizational mode

for the future:, emotionless ~ indifferent ~ intelligent ad-

ministration.

Antici.pating inevitable jibes~ Rieff suggests that we

should think t't1ice before ridiCUling his seeming apocalypse.

No egos wtll be hurt in the therapeutic societ;y'~ and the end

will be conten~s rather than the soothing of discontents.
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liThe dialectic of perfect:tol1 based on the deprivational mode

1.8 being succe~ded by a d:ta.1.ectic of fulfillment based on

the appetitivemode. nJ8 Weber's worst fear~ total disen-

chantment~ does not seem so l.:mbearable t() Rieff. The pre

sent swing "is hot toward t.:otal social co-operatj.on but to=.

ward ever incr~asing remission or release. And this trend

could be fairly perman~nt since te~hnology can create and

meet needs with ease.

But there are some importaDt implications of the

changes which must be accepted. The problem which psycho-

analysis avoidli3d must be faced:, release must sOmeh01Jl be made

purposive VJith¢mt our succu..mbing to a rem:Lssive religiosity.

The deconversi~n of psychological man must be completed un-

til the only p1iA.rpose in IjLfe is greater amplitude and rich-

ness of living. Ascetic disoipline can be abondoned only if

the releasing motifs become the ne't'J modes of control Ilwith

patterns of comsn.mption as our popular discipline tl • 39

We are' being made free but v1e must saorifice the old

freedom of the inner indiYidual ( l1 the brief historic fling of

the individual would be over ll ) for the freedom of the self 9

lithe original lnnocence rt • 'tile 1;'lil1 be tots.lly soc:l.8~ized

without a symb61ic of communal purpose~ 8. stable culture of

selves seeking their own well-being~ no longer private or

public p no longer inner or outer.

HHuman autonomy f:rom the compu.lsions of cuIture may

follow the freedoms already won from the' compulsion of
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I

Rileff is confident that 11e ·will have won freedOlIi

from corporate, identities and from particular organizations

of personality:,. Because it has been preceded by the ana..ly-

tic era p when men turned inward and developed a sense of

independence 2+~d selfhood ~ the ne1r-7 culture will emerge not

opposing the s~lf but expressing its varieties.
I

A grea"!:; deal of rl9~ritualizationmust OCCUYP espe-

ci8~ly since tl1erapeutic man descended from frenetic eC0110-

mic man. Lear~ing hO"'.'7 to keep II on the goT! for his own

therapy will chiefly occupy the therapeutic. Culture and

faith will be *sed consciously ~nsofar as they are thera-

peutic. No particular Ilimperative lf can possibly gail1"·the

upper hand bec9tuse none 'Nill be backed by a deeply ingrained

system of innet ordinro1ces.
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CHAFJ:iER 4

I

The c~ritique of R:leff will employe, d.istinotion 1'Jh101'1

Hieff claims rE::peatec1ly is nov)' outmoded. The opposition be~

tween inner cOl~sciousl:1ess and external reality, he says, will

be dissolved by hUIDsn technology. Therefore, the use of

this distinctii;m in the critique implies a fundamental re

jection of Rieff~ s projectecL technologicE~l monism. The 01'1

tj_que maintains that Rieff? s p:rojection does not warrant the

abandonment of I religious and political oonsc:iousness·. At the

ss..IDe time, it maintains that there j.B profound d:lagnostic,

truth in his project::lon which :celigious and political 0011

sci~usness must take into account. Religion and politics

have not been eclipsed byR~effls analysis but, if they are

to continue to. be relevant to moclern people, they cannot iga •

no1'e the ra.dic$,l changes 1,'Jhioh are being engineered parti-

cularly in institutions rold in self-interpretation~ Rieff:s

dtagnosis is 8, bJ'il1:1.8...nt descl'tption of one aspect of ad~

vancing teehnolog;y-; the psychological 8.tomization created by

social' control. or the "[tJay in "'Nhich men must think of them-

selves in a te¢hnically organized society.

No 8_pp~als to ant:lLquariafi religious and politicD.l

, 70
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forms can ope~ate on the same level with the overwhelming

monolithic fadt of technology aDd its effects on all levels.

Thus f accepting the power in Hieff's analysts forces us to

the very rootsl out of which religious and political ex-

pressions have,. come~ Hieff is right to allude to the

Second Comtng. A new cul'tul'e is being instituted~ However g

because we wit~ess the apparent absurdity and irrelevance of

humanity among: overpowering new forces we cennot be leo.

e1ther relucte..ntly or l<Jillil1gly to endorse the swing into
" :

the future. It is necessary to go to the roots out of which

hume,nity 'tv-as cteated~ Fo:rms may be antique ancl therefore en...

slaving in the' ne't'J c:lrcl1nJ.stances ~ but if we v-nc1erstal'ld the

spirit which brought them to be we can provisionally give

them their due respect as profound life-giving expressions

until a substttute worthy of repla.cing them has emerged.

Riefff~ method demands that a similar method be used

for a critique ,of his work. A rigid empirical approach would

make most of h:i!s theory irrelevant. His thesis can be called

"non...,.fa1.sifiabletl because it is based on or unified by gene-

ral theoreticeJ; assertions which are not s(~ientifically veri ...

fiable. But hei does claim that his theory brings the facts

to life ll e,B did! Freud! s and vJebeJ.~~s. He feels tha.t the :new

dimension of faicts needs a new creative theory to organi~e

and. explain it. Part of the job of a critique there'fore v-;ril1

be to decide wh13re his factual conolu'sions are validi' s.nd

where they are not really tangible.
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But thie critique is made more difficult because it

must contend wlith Rieff t s response to the Jacts brought to
I

life e In ordelr to seriously engage his theory and response,

one must make in covnter=assertio11. p also non~.falsifiable9

which seems to tStke into account more of the facts of our

experience bot~1 im~er and external and at; the same time

,enables a bett~r response to those facts and circumstancese

Brieflr stated p the critique counter-,asserts that a

living society' must base itself on a tension between the

ideal and the ~xistent. History gives examples of gree/c

periods of culiture 't'Jhich were based on an opposition of this

kindo 1 The fOFill or expression of this tension invariably

deteriorated tb a point where its effects were opposite to

its original intentions" When this became the case a new

expTession of ~che tension i'iSl-S necessary"

Rieff confuses the form of culture which in part 'he

", '
',-

is correct to condemn~ with the spirit which created the

form.. He is then led to oppose' tension E3.r _~ as if II were'

CUlture 'which t'Je have conquered e (Rieff does clefend· the oon-

flictiJ:1.g dualj.puu of instinct: end civilization in Freud end

claims that thb self will be autonomous in the therapeutic

society" The pritique maintains, that this self is not tal'1-

gible p and propeeds to engage Rieffvs general thesis of tech-

nological monism,,)

It is ~sserted on the one hend that much of our

current reality still may be understood by me~1S of the
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traditional rdrms of religion and polit:lcs. And Hieff is

wrong to try no explain this reality in terms of the new

dimension whiqh is his primary COl1cern o On the other hand

the critique ~grees with Hieff that a new dimension of
,

reality is engjulfing us. .find in that dimension old poli-

tical and relilgious forms are debilitating if nor irrelevant.

Within this ne~ dimension, however, it is asserted against

Rieff that thel spirit of cre9.tive tension can and must re-

spond 1'1ith grelater vj.sion .than his portrait of banal~ rest·~

less COTISlJ..mptilon.

The crlitique will answer quest:i.ons formulated in

three modeSt' e~ch of whioh coritains the distinction between

inner and oute~ reality. The three modes are these: the

socj.ological-p~ycholog:LCal~ the religi01..1.S 9 the political 0

Questions of eKte:ens.l reality in· 821 three modes (I (1 L II

( 1) and III ( 1)~) will be answered first in section II after

all the qllestibns have'- bel9n posed and discussed. Questions

about inner re~ltt:>T in all tln"ee mod.es (I(2)~ 11(2) and III, ,

(2» are answet-ed in sect:i.on III.

1(1) lias Rieff d(:lscribed 'Nha:t is happening in North

American society?

1(2) Is Rieff t s analysis helpful to an indiYidual,f s

. response to mo~ernity?

In terJhs of religious study ~ these t1tJO questions may
,

be phrased as follows:

II ( 1) .In deseribj.ng the collapse of communal rell~
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111(2) Will psychological men be free to effect their

own ends?

If men ~scape political tyranny will they acquiesce in

8_ soeial controJL ;Jhich is tyrannical in a new 8J'1d worse wa.y?

HOvJ do the aims' of the self remain operative rather then 61n

gulfed? If that· which is :Lndividual in men 1s destroyed by

technology as R~eff s~ws it must be$ h011 can a life-giving

dtalect:lcal quail ty be ma:i.ntained? If men become functj.ons

of a system p b.01~ can one speak of their ends being m:et?

Naybe the sUbmj.$sion to teehnique 1'J111 end in the SUicide of

man. ~1arx a:l1d treud i10ve a v1evJ of ht.:unan nature 5.nto their

scientifio syst~mse But the possibility of ~ genuine two-

ness in modern progress is becoming harder to countenal1c.e e

Somehow Rieff r~t;ains the i.:ntent of Freud vs dialectic "V-iithout

the flesh ·and blood individual which was its metaphysical
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root. It is a~ if Rieff hopes that in the same process

technology wil~ make us f~mctions of its system and lose
. ~. ~.. ' \ ,

control' over o-q.r motives (or rather p will be forced to pro-
,

gramme motives for us which are agreeable to us). Only the

completel;)' selfl-focussed c:an be brought to the pinnacle of

ox:ganization. Absolu.tE> technique in the public realm re-

quires absolut~ privacy or the triumph of the self over

the communal identity. llIf the social order moves in a

parallel line -tim1ard wider distriDutton of planltude p then

the general co:q.ditiol1 of detachment .'t'~hich prevents reli~

gious outburst 'and politiCosl Y'Bvolu.tion may be established.

Fin~l:l;.y even wdrlcl government maJT come -- with untversal In-
. 2

difference as jjts cultural predicate.1! The eventual out-

come will be tr-ie merging alf priYs.te and publio p inner and

outer~ so that both have 'been transcended. One aspect of

the question to be answered is whether there is tangible

evidence for such a merger.

Biaff ~lalms that future society will see that no

one is hurt. T!he technological paradise may be spirttually

empty but perhaps HieI'I' 1s right in that the best we can do
I

. ..
is adjust to rsJther than lament this fact. If it be true

that no one wil!1 be hUTt then 'we cannot trea.sure ou.r d1g-

nity above such' an achievement. Bu~c if it be not true we

must protest in the na.me of both spirit and bread. R1eff t s

work 1s punctualted with irony borL1 of his peculiar attempt

to look ahead tiO a world l'1h10h 'Nill 110 longer understand or
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respect his O'l'1n "achievements. He is a pO"i'ierful 11'10.1vidual

who sees the wJhting on the ws:ll and thinks that the future

will not be so :bad for those .E.2st~indi,:~:,!,s-ua:ts born directly

into. it. It s~em.s an intolerable tyranny to a die~·hard in~

diviclual that ~tability "Ntll be engineered by social tech

n~logy" rather than by family and religion~ but from the

view of the se~f as the focus of all actlvity p Rierf ~ s nei'J

stabilit~· at .l~st proclaims freedom from th.e tyranny of

culture.

The am1:)iva.lence ma.y be only apparent. We have been

engaged so long in the struggle for the eschaton that its

arrival is bOlmd to offend the character of those moulded to

struggle. I
The~e was no knowledge~ tragedy or individuality .1

in Eden. Perh~ps a society that sees that no one is hurt

precludes indi~idual autonomy. And perhaps the loss of in-

dlviduality car~ies with it the possibility·of less repres-'

siano At any rlate~ 8~.nce it seems 8. fact that individual

autonomy is dis!appearl:ng~,perhaps the only important pol1-

tical question Iconcerns the last freedoms the choice between

impotent acceptiance emd tmpotent r'ejection. In effect~ this

is the judgment l whether our new environment 1s in any sense

~£2!1. Various !t-.lays of spe:aking p such as the ethical and the

political p seem antique in net'J circumstances. But to dis-

miss them out olf hand 1';ithout regard for the spiritual

cehtre which called them forth would be quite wrong.
,

A 'political critique of Rieffis educated guesses has
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~n addition to the evaluation of the future

77

eventualities g one has to consider the relevance of this

vision of the future to current problems. Exactly how

should such a tision influence our action in the complex

transitlonal present? Do~~s it make sense to protest against
-

the determinants in the short=rul"l l'l'hen in the long-run one

nurtures a vision of complete adaptation to those determi-

'nants?

. II

The crttique will begin by ans~'iering the questions

about external reality~in the three modes. Rieff~s presen

tation of fact~ is excellent. His scholarship on Freud is

unchallenged. There is no doubt about his sincerity in

searching for a genuine empirical base.

Rieff f $ analysis relies heavily on psychological

materials. Hi~ pages -bristle with inslghtfUl facts 11bera

ted' by_ a theory of culture 1'lhich is animated by Freud. Can

one ach~eve an!all~encompassinganalysis with such a bias?

Arguments c~m lPe marshalled, in defence of the political, eco~

nomie and soei~l sphOJ:'es of reality ~ but such objecttons

must be investlgated in the light of the following clarifi

cation. Rieff idoes not ignore the histories.l or objecti.v.e

reality. There is evidenc~e throughout his work that; he is

conscious of t~e monolithic force of encroaching technology
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which has tended to merge the above three spheres into a

monistic fact. Hhen objeot:i.ve analysis shows throl1ghone

sees a remarkable s:lmilar:lty to Jacques Ellul's diagnosis of
3

technlql1e~ although Ellul specifies that he will not be

concerned i-Jith individual responses b\lt "Vilth socj,al facts.

Rieffts direct concern as a moralist or theoreticirol of

cuIture . is witl1l the new r€~sponse to a new control and re=

lease system~ ·Hence the psychological emphasis.

The ac¢usation of reductionism must be directed by

politics and eeonomics not at psychology" but directly at

technique. But since the triumph off technique is more

assumed than atgued by Rieff~ one would be forced to guess

at his views ill order to anS1'Jer the accusation. It is sltf-

ficient to poin.t out that his view assumes a parallet deve-

lopment of technology and the emergence of psychological man

and that his first concern is to describe the latter. Thus~

ins,ofar as it dan be' proven that the easy triumph of tech=

nology 't,dll not obtail1 p one might ris.ve a good case for the

reassertion of :the importance of the political and economic

spher-es<, This very difficult question cannot be 8nsi'iered vdth

reference to Rjjeff~ s work•. One has ratb.er to look dlrectlj- at

his psychologiqal analysis Q the theory of culture. To use

Rieff'l s terms ~ !the theory br:tngs the facts to Ij.fe. And the

basic facts wh~ch concern him are the emergence and the nature

of psychologic~l man.

How would Rieff answer the accusation that Freud'ls
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analytic mode '1tJaS suitable only for the educated few l?>nd
!

thus will be sllPplanted eventually by the control techniques

of thephys:i.ological behaviourists 't'Jhich are more sUitable

for the massest? Hieff's a,ns'V'l'er would reflect his mm

aristocrat 1c b1l.as and beg:l..n with the ne'VIj elite of scientists t
I

art ists and th~ affluent in general. However, he l'Jould con=

centrate on the eventual necessity, a social control system

for all society, elite and mass. The system will institu=

tionalize relelt'tse following both Freud and the ne1'1 elite who

then become the ideal type, the therapeutic men.

In one of his more ironio passages, Hieff suggests a

"final solutimh to the absurdity of being free to choose and

then having no I choice worth making. 1I4 l!A ma.rriage bet1'1'een

,Pavlovian OT B$haviourist learning theory and Freudvs might

lead to that clDntrol of the unconscious 'V'ihich would eliminate

the res:1.d.ues of reltgious oompulsion on the one hand and the

freedom to cho{j)se on' the ()ther. 115 This is a seminal passage

in Hieff's work~ It shows the extreme to which he is willing

to go, the irony born of his own aml)ivalence toward the pre

dictedoutcome and the essence of his belief that Freudis

autonomy can b~ programmecl into Behaviourist conditioning.

liThe uTIconscj.O"LlS controlled, cOll1Pul~1£.U and ~,§. would

fuse. n
6 Thus. cioes Hieff s1.;un up the wa.y· in which he believes

the distinctj.011 bet"i'J'een inner and outer will dise.ppea..:r.

Hieff is repelled by the gross forms of. electrical

manipulation hl Behavic:uri,sITl\>. as he 1s repelled by the abuses
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of politicize~ psyohiatry. Whether he is right that sooiety

can proceed td order 'without re80rt to the ivid.espreaduse of

these methods ~e may find out in the next few years in North

Amerioa. The Vietnamese people are experiencing a certain,

kind of effici!cncy from the same authori t~r "i'ihieh eng:LlleerS

and will e11.ginlee1' our nevI crdeT.

Rieff iis deseribing a change in the moral configura~

tion, a change: in the 1i1ay of "inculcation of CUlture, and his

main debt is tlo Freud. His treatment of the family is, how=

ever p incomplete, both in his presentation of Freud's view

and in his o'VJl1! claim of the we.ning of family influenee. In

theory which pits instinct against civilization. Be also

claims the essbntial unit;)/" of the later theoretical Freud

w5':t;h' the earlier more. analytical Freud. Jessie f.'1acPherson is

right to point OlJ.t that the 1iJar vlhich Freud deseribes 1s be-
, 7

tv/een parents and children. The paxents do not always

mirror cmlture and it is too simple to consider the family

onl;y' as a cbr i1!.izing agent. The fam5.1y 11:L1ts~lt is an inde

pendent f01"oe bften or even al\'JaYs conflicting with the cul=

ture ~ s demsJ'lds!, The f8J'TIily t S influenos is o'f central im~

portance in un<flerstandi.ng the genesis of the individu8,1. In

Rieffts first book, emphasis was perhaps justifiable but, in

the second ~ a more thorough treatment of the fEunily snou.ld

have been considered essential.
I

At certain points;) Hieff makes clear that his thesis
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implies a majot decline in the importance of the family.

This explains the decline of what he calls tpe old style of

hope and. despair and of love and· hate p which are nurtured in

the intense warmth of the primary group. Possibly through

his thin trea:cLJ:tent of the details one is led to e.SS1..j.me that

he thinks of the family merely as an instrument of tradi~

tional culture' and that the family l'1'i11 decline in exact

proportion to the decline of the old symbolism. Seymour
! 8 .Rubenfeld replies that Erikson's studies have sho~nl that

the pattern of.the family in itself is to nurture the com-

mitment motif. The famil;y' creates human be1l1gs 1'iho are pre-

committed and the famil;>r might survive beyond its cultural

usefulness. The important: social implication of this survi~

.ving effeet is :that pre=cCimmitted human beings 'N! thout posi

tive' communiti€!s are sp.sce!ptible to repressive ma.nipulation

by social techniques. This sort of manipulation should be

precluded in -ene th-erapeutic society t but Rj.eff cannot assume

. the speedy diseJ,ppearance a,f the family a.,."1d its effects. It

is possible that the l\:indof autonomy whi~h comes from 1'e=
I

11giol1 9.YJ.d pol:Ltics iS t in the short=run~ the only effective

defence 9,ge,i:nst, such manipulation.

The que!stiol1 of the family takes us to the heart: of a

crucial d1lemm~ in the present social predicament. The

family creates Ipeople who need commitment i.n.8. society iqh:lch

by its make=t1p ino longer alIm-is the creation of community.

Homeless people after a fut:lle search for communities turn all
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the more despejatelJr to their negative communities, the des-

perate bwsomes which must p:r,otect them in a basically cold

worldc Thus~ the nuclear familyp all the more isolated and

intense~ may survive longer than Rieff thinks. The desper-

ate t1~jOSOmes may be the only possible enclaves for alien

individuals. And, since t:flese negative cOTIununj.ties are

fins~ly insuff:ilc1ent $ they' leave lEt growing maj ority sus-

ceptible to ne't.J forms of tyranny.

The cr~ticism of Rieff's ~~alysis of the family is an

illustration in miniature of the general critique. Because

of the survival of the family the short""ru.:n chances of

tyrsl1ny are qUite high. In this light, the quick dismissal

of traditional religious 811d political forms, is prem.a:ture.

In any institutied cultural system there is a spectrum of

forces which are all interconnected. At their inception the

various phases ibecome instituted in a certain order following

upon one another. But$ once· instituted~ 'each phase takes on

a11 independent !force of its 01111.. For exa.mple~ the culturally

accepted form qf the prhna::cy grou.p may s'urvive 10l'lger. that1

the symbol systlem which originall;y gave it force. A self~

interpretation ~r identity will survive long beyond the c1r-

cumstanees to "VJhich it ortginally was a res.ponse. In general p

Rieff can be cr1iticized for giving insufficient care to the

distinction betMeen the repressive shell of the old culture,

and the timelesls c~eative life 'VJhich institl).ted :it and whic~h

hopefully' will ~nstitute the new culture. He is right to
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attack the de8;~h-like grip of the family in its repressive

mode~ But mus~ this enta:tl the replacement of all i'Jarmth

with gray" indi:lfference and the sterile secur:tty of social

control? Rieft sometim.es SUCCVJ!l.bs to the temptation of

theorettcal cO£7.s:tstency when treating an inconsistent and
. ~

puzzling empirical realitYe

GeThar(\. Lenski~s study of Detro.lt9 showed the re~

marJ.~ably large, influence of the religious factor in the sta-

ted .response of the majori.tYe Also~ church authorities

point· to rising attendance and church-building in some

areaS e Rieff 1'tould respond that the religion ~iJhich is evi-

dent in these ~tatistics is- no longer seen as the unques-

tioned given and the communal sotlrCe of identity. Religion

will still be ~sed for years as therapy. The status of-,_......-=

religion has s~ifted from positive to defensive; we need

beliefs for security but our real se1f=interpretation

comes from the ~encounter 1'11th the post=reli.g:t.ous society.

Rieff knows abop.t the suburban church boom. He considers

the subu:cban Ch1tJ.Tch."goers to be· StJl10ng the therapeutic Va11=

guard e Suburbah chv.rches are community centers to be y.&~~<;i b;y'"

people whose primary experience is the negative community of

their isolated separateness.

It may also be objected that religion is far from

oveT, that raththr it lives on and d.omine.tes in nel'J form~ Tech

nology? for exe...mple 9 is a legacy of Hesterl1 Chr:istianity and

is often described as secuiarized religion. Hieff would oon-
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cede this deriVation of technology and he accepts the com~

plete dominaticlm of technology. The objectiol1~ therefore p'

points directl~ to the olaim of the shift in focus to the

self. If this I shift is tangi.ble then Rieff has made a

valid point ab<Dut religion. If it is not tangible then the
\

new autonomy i$ an illusion and the old autonomy which re··

ligioll gave needs to be rE~appralse(L

Rleff'$ understanding of faith is that it ceases to

be really SU8t~,ining or efficacious when it is u.YJ.derstood

to be m~:rely fv-nctional.' The fact that feJ. th j.s Uf?.£..9" at

present is a mire slgn that weare in transit:i.on to a neN

order 1'lhen faJ:ah ,,(''Jill be superfluous. For faith to provide

QrdeT there must be a p08:l.tive community in which the

articles of fsJ+th are over'i'lhelrningly given. 1:Ihen faith is

seen as flli~ctional it can only survive temporarily as a

stop-gap measure. Fr'eud realized that religion could no

longer be ther"'!.peutic without the positive COID..'11unity. Jv.ng

tried to create the effect of commv.nity with the collective

unconscious. Hieff finds Freud incomplete and Jung regres=

sive. Out of this double reaction comes his own solution.

That we are psychological must surely be cnrervihelm=

ingly g~Lven forr u.s. As such, this f£il'ch should qualify ase.,

new religion. But p Rieff insists p the l1ei'~ myth carrles with

it the saving grace of Freud~s critical a'Nareness. Negativ.e

community is nqt seen a.s a cure~a.ll but a.s a dtff:i:culty

maintaJ.ned s..nddelicate ba,lance which protects us from cure-
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needs of selvels j not an o:rganized cult of individu2'~so

Wqether this spparate focus is t~ngible and desirable is

discussed belorw with the questions of inner reaiity•.

The po~itical implications of Rieff~s thesis are

discussed below after the theoretical consideration of
, 10

technologY9 freedom and hlunan nature. At this point it

will suffice tb 2mS'NeT briefly the question of the rele~

vance of conventional politics. Within the terms of the

new dim~nsion pf reality which Rieff describes, he is 001"-

reet to sho'w the irrelevaJ:"we of the conventional politics

of legitimate authority. vJithin this new dimension a new
I 11

,politics of administration is emerging. But this new

dimension is only part of our reality in 1968. To use only
. ,

two eX2'JJlples 9 nieff says very Iittle if he capsules Bl~.ck

Power or the e~ergence of the people of South East Asia end

Latin America. as cultural regression. These are major de-

terminants of bu:!.' immediate future experience and Rieff can

only speak of them negatively from his theoretical stoo1ce.

III

The qu~stions about inner reality were variously
I

posed as follows:

I(2) ts Rieff~s analysis; helpfUl in an individual~·s

response to mo~ernity?
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11(2) Is a belief in oneself or "self""reverance fl 811

adequate response in the technological society? And the

corrol1.ary: lsi community nm'1 impossible?

111(2) Will psychological men be free to effect

their own ends?' \,all the therapeutic society see that no one

is hurt? And iis there nothing one can do when people are ... '.

hurt in the shqrt~run?

Rieff r S' $.nalysis revolves ax'ound the distinct ion be

tween 'individ~alt and 'self Y• Freud's 'individual' emergGd

from a .t~miJ,~ struggle wherein the tension between in=

stinct ~md culth).re (and child. and pal'ent ) evolved a d.eli0f.~te

balance of control and release. And after psychoanalysis

had peeled a~iay the layers of authorityp one still had this

same individual p now more spontaneous. Although spontEXlsity

remained p a necessary legacy of the long unconscious

struggle rold hence the inwardness removed by SOCi8~ tech

nology. One m:iJght say that Rieff retains Frsl.ld$s principle

without its bidlogical root 0 In a similar way ~ Hume cham·,.

pioned the.ide~s of modern soience without the Cartesian

metaphysicaJ.. roots ~ or the Protestant doctrine of creation.

Speculating in the terms of Freudian psychic theory~ FreUd'S

super-.,.,ego 8md :iJd have been merged 'Nith each other and with

the social tecHnology which institutionalizes controlled re

lease. One will have a sense of self but it will be a sur

face self 1'Jhich deals '\?lith. externc.J. reality as the ego does

nOlii t excey)t th;;:it the self id.ll not have to contend as the
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Freudian ego does with an tndividualized inward struggle of

id and super=ego.

This cqmparison with Freud is illustrative. The

Freudian ego j.s a secondaI'Y development 'V~ith no substantial

motive force of its own. Its task in the adult is to balance

the conflicting demands of the super-ego and the :l.d in the

business of su~vival. In RieffYs projection the motivating

force has been 'taken over by 8001a1 control. The conscious

self merely enacts what has been decreed. From the point of

vie1-'] of the conscious self the tyranny of the family has

been replaced by the tyranny-of social control. Rieff is

maintaining th~t the needs of the 1d will be met more tho~

roughly b3i a.1'l 81JJ.tomat1c social control system which not only

replaces the il"~ternalized super-ego but also .ElZ•.9Ei.r2JI.~s as

much g:ratifi0a'~ion for the 1d as is feasible. }VIoral order

whieh pTE:vious]y depended on conscience and· gratification

which prevlouslydepended em 'Nillfu1 self-indUlgence 'Nill now

both be achieved by the same social control technique. Thus,

the self for R:ileff clearly' includes that '!to/hieh is beyond the

cont1"'ol of the :Q0.n.§Lc~ self just as Freud vs lndiv:i..d.ual 1%1.S

expanded into tihG unconsci.ous 6

Latus suppose that one prOVisionally reject.s along

with Rieff the usual lines of opposition against a position

'such as his ~ the lines basted on inc11vidual freedom and the

sro1ctity of the individual. It is still necessary to ask

whether the future sooiety will be a better one for gr~tifi-
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cation.. He h~.ve suggest,ed that gratificati.on is the meanin['

of Hieff's lI self having its ends met". Is the triumph of

the baY'.al. in the restless ritual 'consumpti01: of the middle

class really the culminat:lon .of our history? And j.B it

really gratify!lng? Hieff distrusts his own ironic reaction

to the society he sees emerging. Perhaps his reaction is

more basic than the prote:sting of a brief ~ historioa1ly

created and now ana.chronistic individual 0. ,Perha.ps that. in

dividual reaction is 1"oot~d in a spirit which will always:re~

ject a system in which it has become alien.

The arlilytic attitude :ts an improvement on religions>

but it too is f·iiw.llY· uns:.:~.tisfactory0 FreUd successfully

undercut reverence a...."ld saJ.vatio:n for his delicately baJ.s.nced

individual~ BUtt such 8.n inclivid.ual ll wanting to choose and

with no cOlLum:mity to mals:e him feel chosen p can only be' des- .

perate in a technologized ~1orld. He survives by the chaotic

use of his inherited reLigious end political symbols & The

established th~rapeutic is supposed to gain security not

from religious cornmli..'rlity 1mt social technology. To envision

suoh security :\Js beyond present experience. All one can say

is that the creation of security in this way seems logically

qUi te possibIe~. m.ore so the..:n the retentton of autonomy seems

likely in the process.

At thisl point one begins to see the ambiv8.1ent 8.S'"

peed:; of the cri'tique. Rleff is describing a povJerfu.l process

lIThich is occurr'ing and. he does not hesitate to face its devas-
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this desc:ripti(m he must be commended. The part of his 'Hork

which is debat~ble is the claim that some kind of triumph

over culture has occurred, a liberation of the self from

communal tyr~Qny by the operation of sooial technology.

That positive cOmrItlJ.nity j.s no longer possible can be

evaluated from current experience. Virtu8~ly all serious

analysts agree 'that community has declined and a.lmost disap-

peared. in technically advamced areas p to be replaced by a

fragmented masS society. It is a characteristic of tech.,.,

nology that; it ,destroys cC(lmnunity and renders impossible

their" formation. As Ellul puts it~

Communities break up into their component parts. ~~£

no ne1'·r communii.:::1.es form. The individual in contact
~ITt11"teChnrqD:e-TOses-'hissocial £J.nd community sense as
the fr8JllE:l1·torks in 1'lhich he o~f.'y.·at.ed di sintegrate v.n.der
the influence of techniques. .

Rteff would concur ~'Ji.th this a..nalysis o

But, tHough all or most agree on the nature of the

m.alaise, there ,are profound disagreements on the prognosis ancl

treatment~ Paul Goodman is an examplar of those who urge the

recreation of dommunity~ I1A compromlsed revolution such as

the liberal-radical one tends to shatter the community that

was, without an adequate sUbstitute. 1f13 The humanity in the

sensitive young leads them to reject socialization into an

absurd societyo flA man has only one life, and if during it

he has no great; environment, no commU11ity p he has been robbed

of a human right 0 n 14 l'le are thus faced l'Jith the task of
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creating a community for the young to grow up in. HOllJever
\

painfully~ we need to finish the liberal-radical revolution.

But when the details of this task are spelled out by Goodmro~

they· turn 01.1.t to be restorine; patriotism (:1.n IUllerica?), a

sense of traditional vocation (in Los Angeles?), end the

nobillty of Itman f s work ll (at General Notors?). vIe are urged

to invest new q.evices to make the industrial technology im~

portant for its worker~.

That these ideals are irreparably buried in North

America does not detract from the great pertinence of some

of Goodman f s practical scb.emes, nor lessen the pm<ier of his

br:llliant diagnostic sociology. Ivlaybe the schemes are not

implemented because they are too advanced for the current

unsophi~ticated technology.

The fo~egolng is a~l taken from'Goodmc~18~~~_~

,

Absurd~ published in 1956. In more recent work~ the prace... - ~

tical' schemes ~re better than ever~ the diagnosis is more and

more devastating~ and the recommendation of new community is

up.~~atecL l!confJJictfull ll comffiuntty l:i.ke some kibbutzim as an

answer to the pessimism of sociologist Herbert Gans. In liThe

Psychology of Being PO'iJerless ll (more recent) he still states

that Iisome of these historical conditions like technology

are not inevi tsJble at all but are the 'Rorking out of' wilful

policies that aggrandize certain interests and exclude others~

that subs;idizecs'rtain styles and prohlbit
15others. 11 But no
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There is only the remarkably vivid account of the tense para;;"

lysis in all qUarters of the Great Society.

The critique of Goodman is ainbivalent in inverse re-

lation to the critique of Rieff. In the light of Rieffis

description of the death of community Goodmen's hope for its

restoration car only be cal~ed nostalgic. Beside Riefffs

endorsement of the banal Goodman's encounter with America

rings pm'lerfuliy truer. Goodman does not ignore such f.acts~

for example~ as the continuing exploitation of the poor by

private interests~ technology or not technology. He sees in

the profound malaise of Americans something more than cUl-

ture shock.

Poiiti¢8~ freedom can be discussed only in the can-

text of general theory of technology~ freedom and humen

nature. It is possible to think of technology historically,

as the reverse'rairror of religion. Religion has been that

whioh is given or Dnquestj.oned but now its symbols are bei.ng

used for thers.wy. Technology, on the other hand, was

created consci¢usly to be used for human ends, but may now
16be moving outside human control. One can a8su~e that it

is the new unquestioned reality.

The convenience v.r:1.th which technology assumes in

part the oultural role of religion is not surprising. Teoh-

nolog;)r follows necessarily out of Hestern religion. For

exa:mple~ if we take an observed faot about teohnology!) its
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I

invariable tendency to unify on the rational level while

fragmenting it$ sUbject~matter as much as possible~ we ce~

trace it back ito a Christian he:ci~age.

The do¢trine of nature, which was a necessary pre

supposition of modern science in the ~eventeenthcentury~17

is 'Nhat Hans Jermas has called lithe ontology of absolute

necessity and tadical contingency. illS In later centuries,

when the doctrine of creation held fe't'Jer and fewer seien':'"

tists and phild:>sophers, l:nature ll or the world of scient:l.fic

faet had gained a~ quality, a credence of its OlAm.

This view of nature, the ontology of absolute necessity

(techn'ique) end radical contingency (the functions of tech~~

nique 9 the 'selves!) is triv~phing in our midst.

Th:'Ls ontology raises central problems about freedom.

No matter how efficiently the technological state manages to
,

meet the desires of its members~ it Cfmnot allo'V-l them spon~

taneitY9 autonomy or init:i..ative. In an organized situation

these qualities can only be characterized as madness.

F.reedom in classical politics.l philosophy meant the

submission to -eJ;ruth in order to appl"oximate humen excellence

in action. ' Ch:ifistj.an freedom added the responsibility of

each individual for his o~m acts end their consequences and
~=''''''''''-''........=.=-~,,~~ ...~

merged the subr.J!lission to truth "Nith s1.lbmis·sion to grace. In

both cas~s9 perfect freedom hoped for a different kind of

freedom: the fJ1'eedom from negative compulsion in society s

pl~ef·equis.ite for the positive higher freedom. r·loder:n politi...

>,
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cal freedom cdl1centrated dj.rectly on the latter freedom

(freedom from inegative compulsion). The modern view is

exemplified il'l! the political phj.losophy of Hobbes which

follows the ontology of absolute necessity and radical con-

tingehcy. In 'this case the particulars are individuals
~ ,

(private men) fearing death. They submit themselves to an

absolute pUbli',c authority in order to maximize their free~

dom (from) ....-i.e., not to die a violent death\! and to

operate with as much effi(~iency as possible (in Hobbes T

case p like cap~talists). The assumption is that the old

freedom of choice still exists but it will be gUided by

contingent nature, be it Protestant inner light or the

passions. What Rieff wants to bring out is the absurdity

or' l"etalning the idea of' choice ~vJith011t the religj.ous or

political truth which chooses. The,se tv-I0 notions emerged

together and are meaningless when separate. In the twen=

tieth century it has become clear that nature and reason

have not succe¢ded as substitutes for political and religious

truth\! the old~r guides for hu~an choice.

Modern technology is the pinnacle of submission for

freedom to ope:rate 1I7ithout negative compulsion. A'1d it 1.s

. bringing out with great clarity the lack of dj.rection "Nhich

this view of fJ;"eedom entails. That modern freedom l!Jill come

from complete service to technology expresses, hO'viever, a·

sense in whlch the modern world partalres deeply" in the a11=

cient. The direction will evidently come from technique it-
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being can exist under its total control. 'Hill everyone get

everything his heart desires~ barring a fre·edom pecultar to

a short historical period~ as Bieff maintains? Or will tech

nique ~o change us that s:Y'stem eventually replaces flesh a'Y1d

blood?

The assertion of this critique is that the old sUb

missions to poIlitical and religious controls 'Here justified

by the great souled vision of those who conceived them. The

ne11 submission to technology, vrhich Rieff endorses II hOvJever

ironical1;Y',1 is devoid both of spiritual depth and physicsJ.

gratification. It is an 1lll1,,[!i's"rre.nted failure of nerve to

accept this second best solution.

Questions of hv~an nature have emerged from the dis

Cl1ssion of freedom. Human excellell,ce in classical philosophy

and Christian religion was be,sed on truth independent of

social reality (-Nith Christianity adding the difference of

individuality). The creative life-giving quality of the

ideas of ht~en nature lay in their opposition to the pre~

vailing order. In the modern period the ideas of nature end

freedom "I'lere once again i11Yoked,purified and redefined to

create a l:tfe~$i 'ling opposition to the 'then p:ceva:tling order

(the entrenched Mediaeval Classical-Christian synthesis).

Few if any of the first modern thinkers foresaw the eventual

effects of their theories. Their concern was always the

cre8,tion of new life in the midst of sta.gnation. Narx and
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Freud are s:'Lmi:lal" i11 this regard $ Their approach rests on

the same diale:ctical principle, the attempt to oppose the

prevailing ord!er l'lith a notion of hums..l1 natuJ.:'e hO'NENer much

it may be couched in positivist analysis. R:i.eff$s hope is

to adapt th:i.s tlialectical tradition 'to the realities' of the

total triumph ,of tec);!.nology. Thus\) on the one hand, he says

that the collatpse of nature is a necessary prerequisite for

the triumph of therapy; i:h this -light\) hum~mism is a contemp

tible last gasp of the religious tryanny. On the other hand!,

he defends Freucl's basic opposition of tnstinct and civiliza

tion against the soc:iolog:tcal neo=·Freudians\l and he <iemands

that this "oth~rnessll be :incorpors:ted into the hUID8..l1 tech

nology, hOvlever monolithic it must be. Rieff\) too p has the

intent of a moralist. He seems to concede all the charac

teristics of the one~.c1imensional:tty of techn~l.que 'VJhile at the

same time insH::ting on the h~oness of the "self" in tension

1ri'ith technique ~

The whole approach has a convincing ring (as a long

range possibil~ty) but paralyzing doubts remain 9 the doubts

which spring o~t of direct experienoe in this world. One

difficulty in the critique of Bieff is that he is talking

about the culture of the future. It is h8.ro. to criticize

from. experience lqhile avo:Lclil1g the accusation that our experi-

ence is l:i.m.:lted by ou.r 821achronistic. seif""concept:i.on. To

approve fully (i)f Rieff es conception of :the futul"e it seems

necessary to aistract oneself from immediate realities such as
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that exist o A therapeuti(~ man must deal V'Jith hls own per=

sona1 t: givens II" How C?.ll one ignore the evident fl inhume.:!:':!.i ty 11

of techn:lque? It is one thing to accept the' death of com-

munity but another to accept that life must become a greY9

dull and indifferent affa:lr 0 Ri"eff tends to speal\: of the

therapeutic soCiety only :In nega'c:lvG terms 0 Therapeutic

men are indifferent ll freed from cu1ture 9 loveless and hate..,;

And why does technology seem so repressive 9 like

controlled control rather than controlled release? Rieff

sometimes seems like an ex=l1a:r"xist settling into middle

class powerlessness or trJing to rationalize suburban lack

of cOl1victiol1 o Rieff portrays the middle class as well

adjusted to af~luence and powerlessness c Goodman~s view of

the middle class is more accurate:

The most dangerous'group of all however is the estab
lished. but anomie mid.dle class ooo • Exclusive~ 0011
formist, squeamish and methodical~ it is terribly vu'=
nerable to ~mxiety. .0.Their political resig:nation is
I'a.tj.onal; it appl"'o'ves the technically effioient solu
't'1Oil"-wFhat does not notice flesh &11ld blood suffering.
000 The identification 1'1ith pONeI' of the powerless middle
class is •••with the effioient syste~ itself, whioh is
what rendE.n:'s them pm~erless0 •• 0 The anomie of middle
class peo}'jle 0 • o9..ppears as their privatism purchased at a .
terri-bIe price of anxiety, excluding, and p,ettin(~ss~. 0 0

19

It seems that we are far enough e~ay from the millenium
..

that the eventu!al sophisticati.on and release-ortentation of

technology must remain an article of f'a:l.th. Philip Bahv ex",

presses his dOUbts as follows: IINr. Rieff g s dovmgre,dtng of
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political anc1, ¢conomic lssues is premature to say the

least" a..'Yld lilt for one t am far from convinced that the

pm'mrs that be "',." i~e .. t governm.ent -- ca.:ri be dismissed. "Nith

so little 'fuss. ,,20 Rieff is claiming that a funds..mental

ChSt.l1'ge has occllrred :1.n our emlture such that the vGstig:i.al

political re8~ities are better understood as anachronistic

in a post-poli'tical world" He admits that t as he puts itt

the East might arrest d.evelopment by taking revenge on the

\·Jest ~ His theory would consider such an event onl;y as

CUltural regression. He thus ignores a vast area of stj.ll

existing reality~ If the cultural has superseded the poli

tical it must account for all the reality ~7hich politics

handled in the past. Riefffs post-political factor is real

end pO'Ncr-ful b1ilt not yet total.
I

What can be said about Viet Nam t the riots in 'Gh8

cities~ "'last poYe:et.Y- t ·chi;;: danger of holocaust~ the direct

relation betwe$11 affluence and colossal exploitation ro~d

even gei:1ocide~ as well as the danger of financial collapse

even if a ss"ne Amerioan poJ.:icy emerges? These tragedies are

real a11(l to catl them cultural regression is to say very

little about them. But conventional politics seems reduced

to .gbst.tacl Te:fusal toacGept '(qhat is going on. Politlcal

and economic s1~b~groups which formerly seemed to be effec-

'ti"ITe dialectj.cal forces for change have merged 1'7ith the main-

stream. In short, traditi.onaJ. politics has failed at the

actj.ve level although it retains its diagnostic v9,lue.
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Just as religion is forced back to its spirltu~l

'roots by Rieff's understand:'Lng of modern self~:i.nterprets.tion~

so politics must respond to Rieff~s theoTY of oultuTe;

Politics cannot enge,ge the nC1-'J s~'stem on the system t sown

tax·ms. 3:ut al1~hough impo·cent 01'1 the practical level it must

never abandon i.ts basic d:ialectica.1 insights. The pToblem

requires an adOv.stment to new realities on the formal or

surface level but, at the same time, a rigid retention of the

bas:l.c insight of necessar;y tension for life. Insofar as '
\

social control does not allow for a tangible tension, inso=

far as the distinction between self s,n.d techn:lque is merely

logical, Rieff illlJ.St be attacked by the superior spiritual

depth of polit~cs.

It is a delicate task to bring the insights of

politics to bea:r· on the new ci:rclJ1llstaJ:1ces 'Ni thout inadller-

tently succumhlng to the :rule of those ctrc1J.msts..l1ces. Out of

the experience of general impotenoe on the polit:tcal front ~

one :'I.s led. 'Nitlh a sense of inevitability to consider Rieff:s

theory' of cultilre as an ald to survival and as 8. basis for a

new po~itics. Can one subvert the technical society for its

own eventual g¢od? If one sees 'the dangerous tendency of

technique 8,8 1$no1"'1:1:1,g the "hUIt1,Em II 1ilishes bf :i. ts reed-pienta!i

perhaps the best course is to try to' far ce' the sYGtem to pro=

'gramme one f s needs by \t\lhatever rosells avai.lable, such as in=

transigence or ind:l.fference. One must strengthen the J2£-

'§12..Q!L§2 to techJ:!l:l.que in th(~ only terms in which response 'Nill
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be possible in the future., Hieff '\Iiould say, for instance 9

that the terms must be of the "self" not the l1j.ndividual l1

1"Jith a.ll that that entails. VIe have suggested this self is

not -a genuine response. One of the tasks of the neON poli-

tics would be to suggest a third alternative, having rejec=

ted both individual snd self as respectively no longer

viable and not genuine.

In general, such a new political approach'has little

or no inmediat~ relevance to some large politicsl problems.,---......'~,~.~ ...~*""

One must be careful to remain open to the re=emergence of
..

formally c0Y1veJ!1tionsl polttieal alternatives. The vision of

the Eschaton cannot obscure the confused realities of the

present~· Rieff has shown the growing absurdity ro1d impotence

.of certain kinds of traditional political action. He has

pointed to' a gi'adual shifting of politics from questions of

legitima.te autl~ority to qu.estions of reSpOnS!3 to organiza-

tion at the institutional level. He has not proven that the

root :J.nsights <Df politics beneath the traditioll.a.,l forms are

no longer tl~ue ~ He has not proven that the large sector of

reaJ5ty in 'i'1hi6h politics still operates at the level of

conventional f¢rms has become insignifica~t or is best under-

stood as cuI t"ll1'al l~egressiono

In the short time since Rieff wrote his second book

the nei'J evlden6e against h:ls picture of plenitude and moral

a.djustment hs,s been overt'Vhelming. There h8.s been a huge re-

surgence 'of c1e$truction and a pervasive f.eeling of decline.
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It seems that ithisera ls net being spared the vivid exper:1.=

ence of the tragedies which life entails. The new culture,

if it is to emerge, will not evolve peaoefully out of the

old but wit~ great suffering from the ruins of the old. One

can only hope that this traged.y keeps alive the vision of a

life closer tal the heart p spirj.t a.nd stomach then Bleffl' s

therapeutic society.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY L1BRAFa.
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CHAPTER 4

FOOS~NOTES

1I~ t~1e three cultures from which Rieff chose the
ideal types of political man, religious man and econom:i.c man,"
one sees the v~,stlY different ways in which the tens.ion be
tween the ideal and the existent has been expressed in the
past.
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16The most convincing aocount of this development is
contained in Ellul's The Technological Society, OP cito_"= '"'~"'".....,.",___..:._~-_..,~~.~;O;,~ .....~~""=

17This point is discussed at greater length on page
45 of chapter J.

18Hans Jonas, The Phenomenon of Life, (Ne\iJ, York:
Harper and R01'~, 1966) • ._A~_~~=

19PalJ.l Goodman, "The Psychology of Bei:ng Powerless ll ,'
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